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This is the College's 1 15th year of existence and the 1 14th graduating class will

leave in June. What many people do not realize, however, is the personal involvement
with the College that individuals and families have, ties that in some cases go back to

the very foundations of the school in unbroken line. This is one of the oldest indepen-
dent schools in Canada and the record of devotion and dedication people have given
this school is hard to match. You will be expected to take on your share of the respon-
sibility after graduation and to see the school firmly established on its course into the
next century.

A school is only as good as the people it attracts and holds: students, alumni,
trustees, faculty and staff. In this. Stanstead has been very fortunate, but there are
times when an active association ends, and this year is one of those milestone years.
Roy Peirce retires al the end of the school year after nineteen years of teaching
English and serving as Department Head and Director of our academic programme.
Perhaps, though, he will be best known for his long series of first-rate dramas and
comedies.

Phil Wood also retires after fifteen years as the school’s Business Manager. Joan
Peirce is taking early retirement this year, after twenty years as Secretary to four
Headmasters and has given invaluable support to them all, and has been a never-
ending source of good advice. Their contributions to us all have been steady,
unselfish and enriching. Above all, they have left their mark and will be sorely

missed.

There are others leaving at the end of the year who have been connected closely to

the school for one-third of their lives. These are the six-year (lifers) in the graduating
class: J-F Prieur and Eric Lafrentere. To these, to the other grads and to the members
of the faculty and staff who are also (graduating), 1 want to say a heart-felt thank you
for your time with us. 1 hope to see a great deal of you in the future.

It is always difficult to write a note for the yearbook when the year is only half over.
Time puts terrible constraints on us, and I risk writing something that turns out to be
false or of not mentioning something important that might occur next week. There is

one thing that I can say, though, that will turn out to be true. Judging by past efforts.

Mr. Ashworth. Mr. Duncan and the editorial staff of the Spectrum will turn out a first

class yearbook that will be a full account of our school year. It will be something to

keep and look back on with pride and affection as a good record of 1987/1988.
Good luck and good fortune.

K.H.B. Gallant

Headmaster
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THE SPECTRUM STAFF 1988

Well, after five years of waiting its my turn to write the

introduction to this year’s SPECTRUM. Needless to say, I

think it is an excellent edition and it certainly is the

culmination of much hard work. Many people deserve

credit for their input.

Firstly I’d like to mention Steve Weeks and Jostens.

Steve has made regular visits over the year, and with his

guiding hand, a lot of mistakes were avoided. He also runs

a yearbook camp over the summer and it has been both suc-

cessful and helpful. Through his efforts we have gained a

solid understanding of technique, something which I hope

all SPECTRUM members continue with.

I would also like to thank Mr. Ashworth and Mr. Dun-
can, the two SPECTRUM advisors, whose dedication helps

us produce a book such as this.

We can’t forget all those who work in the layout,

photography, art and advertising. They are the people who
really put the yearbook together. As you go through this

edition I think you’ll agree that they have all done a great

job. Thanks guys.

Finally I’d like to say thanks to my pal Bart who, as an

editor, helped me a great deal this year. I wish him all the

luck with the 89 edition.

I have had a great five years with the SPECTRUM and I

wish you all every success in the future.

Andrew Battah

Editor-in-Chief

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: Andrew Battah

SENIOR EDITOR:
JUNIOR EDITOR:

Bart Kasowski
Thomas Peasley

LAYOUT: Elizabeth Darling

Mimi Lavigne

Kim Woodstock
Dominic Dumouchel
Andrew Teffner

Nathan Goldberg

ARTISTS: Stephanie Chiu
Barry Martin

PHOTOGRAPHERS: Mr. Marc Shefler

Greg Gallagher

J.F. Prieur

Billy Panagoulakis

ADVERTISING: Scott Stevens

COMPUTER: Ted Brus
Jason Poitras

Randy Poulin

ADVISORS: Mr. Peter Ashworth
Mr. Paul Duncan

The SPECTRUM staff acknowledge, with

thanks, the excellent work and extra time put in by

Mr. Marc Shefler in particular and his camera club

in general.
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FACULTY

Standing: P. Ashworth, B. Denney, A. Elliot, L. Morel, A. Eveleigh, A. Kasowski, D. Tremblay, C. Tweedie, E. Smith, P. Carleton,
S. Marsh, N. Coutu, P. Thomson, V. Freeman, G. Telling, A. Retchless, A. Tabatchnik, M. Shefler, P. Channell.
Seated: P. Duncan, M. Graham, A. Philip, D. Gallant, B. Gallant, J. Philip, R. Peirce, D. Duncan.

HEADMASTER:
DEPUTY HEADMASTER:
BUSINESS MANAGER:
DIRECTOR OF
DEVELOPMENT
DIRECTOR OF
ADMISSIONS:
DIRECTOR OF
ACADEMICS:
SENIOR HOUSE
DIRECTOR:
DIRECTOR OF STUDIES
Miss Patty Carleton, B.Math.,

B.Ed.

Mr. Peter Channell

Mrs. Nancy Allard Coutu,

B.A., Dip. Ed.

Mrs. Dorothy Duncan, B.A.

Mr. Paul Duncan, B.A., M.A.
Mr. Anthony Eveleigh,

Dip. Ed.

Miss Veronica Freeman, B.A.,

Mr. K.H. Barry Gallant. M.A.
Mr. Alex Philip, M.Sc.
Mr. Phil Wood, B.A., B.A. Sc.

Mr. W.G. (Bill) Milsom. B.A.

Mr. Andrew Elliot. B.A.. B.Ed.

Mr. Roy Peirce, B.A., Dip. Ed.

Mr. Peter Ashworth. B.A.

Mr. Brian Denney, B.A., B.Ed.

Asst. House Director of Bugbee.

Math.,

Physical Education, Swimming

French

English. English Second

Language

Head of Languages, French

Head of Math/Science,

Mathematics

B.Sc.

Mrs. Margaret Graham,
Dip. Art.

Mrs. Ann Kasowski, B.Sc.,

M.A.
Mrs. Isabelle Marcotte, B.A.

Miss L. Morel, B.A., B.Ed..

Dip. Ed.

Mr. Andrew Retchless, B.A.,

Dip. Ed.

Mrs. Louise Retchless. B.A.

Mr. Marc Shefler, B.Sc.,

B.Ed.

Mr. Ernie Smith, Ph.D.

Mr. Allan Tabatchnik. B.Sc.,

Dip. Ed.

Mr. Geoffrey Telling, B.A.,

M.A.
Mr. Peter Thomson, B.A.

Miss Diana Tremblay, B.A.

Miss Cheryl Tweedie, B.A.,

B.Ed., B.Phe

French. Spanish

Art

Mathematics

French

French

Geography, History

English Second Language

Biology, Chemistry, Science

House Director of Davis, Physics

Asst. House Director Davis,

Chemistry

English

Computer Science

Psychology, Cr. Ed.

Physical Education, History,

Geography
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Standing: G. McGilton, G. Beaubien, A. Rich, D. Ross, J. Colby, C. Colby, P. Webster, K. Eddy, P. Wynne,
G. Wagner, M. Fox, P. Wood.
Seated: I. Blandford, A. Prieur, P. Montgomery, D. Stewart, B. Gallant.

OFFICERS
Honorary Chairman
Chairman of the Board of Trustees
Chairman of the Executive Committee
Treasurer
Secretary

HONORARY TRUSTEES
Arthur E. Curtis

E. Stewart Cowen

TRUSTEES
* Nancy Amos

Thomas C. Camp
* Nina Dickens

Jack Lee
W.K. MacLeod Jr.

* Scott Morgan
* Andree Prieur
* Donald A. Ross
* John A. Simms
* Sarah H. Stevenson

Yvonne ten Pas

C. Irving Slack
William E. Soles

* Georges Beaubien
* Charles W. Colby

Jock Finlayson
Kenneth R. Lindsay

* Gordon McGilton
Alfred Penhale

* Richard Renaud
* J. Dugald Ross
* Colin Standish
* Dora Stewart

Bert Titcomb
* Philip Webster

Eric T. Webster
Peggy Montgomery
Philip Webster
Scott Morgan
Philip Wood

Eric T. Webster
Lome Webster

Irene Blandford
John H E. Colby

* Marcel R. Fox
* Malcolm MacDonald

Peggy Montgomery
Jadette Poudrier
Albert S. Rich

Paul Sicard
Kenneth Stevenson

* Hugh Sutherland
* Geoffrey Wagner

Peter Wynne

* denotes member of the Executive Committee

EX-OFFICIO:
Rev. Keith Eddy Rev. Richard Moffat
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THE SCHOOL PREFECTS

PREFECTS

THE HOUSE PREFECTS

BUGBEE HOUSE
G. Gallagher

D. Kwok
P. Renaud

COLBY HOUSE
L. Martin

T. Guindon

A. Chu
M. Lee

A. Chen

DAVIS HOUSE
B. Albers

J.P. Chartol

S. Campbell

C. Degrace

A. Hickey

J. Wilcox

Standing: J.F. Prieur, B. Blois, A. Battah, E. Darling, Mr. B. Gallant

(Headmaster) Sitting: A. Banh, A. Akyea, E. Lafreniere

Stanstead College ... a place which will linger in our hearts for

years to come. With the first female Head Prefect in many years

this year started on the note of changes. One change was un-

doubtedly the arrival of new Colby and Davis House Directors.

As the ‘oldies’, the prefects greatly helped in establishing an

everyday routine. There were also shifts in the existing system

which were geared towards image. House prefects permitted more
students to participate in the day-to-day workings of the school

and yet enabled school prefects to retain much of their responsibil-

ities.

But what is a prefect? Is it that person who keeps forcing hymn
sheets down your throat or who threatens to knock you down if

you don't get to bed on time? No - a prefect is the one who is there

when you have troubles. A prefect is available when the going

gets tough, when tears are not far away or when the greatest thing

in the world just happened! The prefects interact well with both

themselves and the student body. They are visible role models and

very involved in all aspects of school life.

Being such a small compact group allows us to work together in

fulfilling a common goal - to make Stanstead the best place it can

be. Between duties, meetings and other important events each and

every one of us finds time to make the special effort which makes
the difference between a good prefect and a great one. A good ex-

ample of this was the winter carnival organized by the local three

villages. Not only did the prefects show up enthusiastically, but

also they managed to involve other students committed to helping.

Thank you all for your energetic time and effort at what is ac-

tually a way of being rather than just a job performed when on

duty.

Akua Akyea,

Head Prefect
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OFFICES - ADMISSIONS - DEVELOPMENT

Mrs. J. Peirce, Secretary to the Headmaster Mrs. Peirce, Mrs. Stevenson, Mrs. Marcotte

Mrs. Bolduc, Mr. Jacques, Miss Cass, Mr. Wood Mr. Bill Milsom, Director of Develop-

ment

Mr. Andrew Elliott, Director of Admissions Mr. Phil Wood, Business Manager

passage
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MAINTENANCE

LAUNDRY

CLEANING

Mrs. J. Tilton, Mrs. M. Cox, Mrs. W. Wood Mrs. A. Sheldon

17



A. Bryant, P. Batchelor, S. Webb, M. Batchelor, D. Middleton, C. Bourgouin, M. Bryant

E. Chamberlain.
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INFIRMARY, LIBRARY AND BOOK STORE

Mrs. S. Marsh, Nurse Mrs. J. Philip, Librarian

Mrs. V. Reynolds, Asst. Librarian Mrs. J. Charland, Book Store



STUDENTS HELP AT VERMONT ETV FUND RAISER

20





MIXED COMPANY
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DEBATING AND PUBLIC SPEAKING

L to R: M. Lavigne, B. Kasowski, Mrs. D. Gallant, L. Darling, B. Martin, R. Kasowski.

The Debating and Public Speaking Club met in

January to discuss our participation in three events in

Montreal

.

First of all, Rosalie Kasowski travelled to The Study

to enter a junior public speaking contest on February

1st. Her topic was “The Battle of the Bulge”. She

returned to Stanstead, confident that she had benefitted

from the adjudication. Rosalie also entered the

Stanstead College Public Speaking Contest on May
12th and won the prize for the best junior speech.

The next event was the Senior Pre-Provincial

Debating Tournament at Trafalgar School for Girls on

February 22nd. The team members Barry Martin, Bart

Kasowski, Elizabeth Darling and Mimi Lavigne tackl-

ed the subject “Is Free Trade in Canada's Best In-

terest?” They did very well for their First attempt at

working together placing slightly better than the

average in the final standings for the tournament.

The third trip to Montreal was to attend the Model

United Nations, held at the William Hingston Com-
prehensive High School on April 29th. Akua Akea,

Barry Martin and Bart Kasowski represented Lyberia.

This was an all day venture with fifteen Montreal

schools participating.

All club Members gained from their various speak-

ing engagements. We look forward to further oppor-

tunities in the fall, when we will join the Quebec Stu-

dent Debating Association.
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THE GRADE NINE PLAY
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The Stanstead College

Theatre Arts Club

presents

"Playon r

A three-act farce by Rick Abbott.
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CAST OF CHARACTERS

(In order of appearance

)

AGGIE MANVILLE Kerl Reynolds
a stage manager and prompter

GERRY DUNBAR Elizabeth Darling
a community theatre director

HEMtY BENISH Greg Gallagher
("Lord Dudley" - a Character Actor)

POLLY BENISH Lucy Martin
("Lady Margaret" - a Character Actress)

MARIA "SMITTT" SMITH Ruth Achlck
("Doris the maid" - Supporting Player)

SALLT WATSON Mini Lavigne

("Doctor Rex Forbes" - a Villian)

BILL! CAREWE Bart Kasowskl
("Stephen Sellers" - a Juvenile)

VIOLET IMERY Katherine MacLaggan
("Diana Lassiter" - an Ingenue)

LOUISE PEART Karina Cloutier
a sound-lightlng-scene technician

PHYLLIS MONTAGUE Betsy Clark
a novice playwright in the community

TIME: The Not-too-distanced Past.

LOCALEi The Stage of a Comnunity Theatre

SUPPCRTI® STAFF

STACK MANAGER Kin ty Lawla

PROPERTIES <C WARDROBE Isabella Paradis

LIGHTING t SOU® Mare Tardif
Matthew Vataon

PRODUCED «C DIRECTED BY - Roy W. Paire*

Asaiatad by ... Geoffray tailing

Coatumaa Miaa P. Carlton

Make-Up Mr* . M. Graham
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This Page Compliments of:

Andre Martin & Assoc. Inc.
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FALL

Bill PanagISulakis
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SR.

GIRLS’

SOCCER

Back Row: M. Courtemanche, S. Simonds, T. Guindon, M. Lee, C. Brink, M, Lavigne,
L. Martin, K. Cloutier, R. Gallant, P. Carleton, coach
Front Row: A.M. Beasse, K. Blouin, R. Lewis, K. Woodstock, M.F. Latreille, K.
Newsom, M. Tzortzidis, J. Morphy

34
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We started the season with many new players on our

team, some who had played on the Junior team last year,

and others who had never played before . It was great to

see how the older players helped the new ones learn and

develop new skills.

We had a very big season this year, with 14 games in

all. It was also a tough season, with some rough teams,

but we managed to keep our sanity throughout. I think

the highlights for me this year were our two wins against

Richmond, and a shut-out against BCS late in the season.

I was encouraged by the number of new people who
decided to try soccer for the first time this year. I know it

wasn’t always easy, especially when you had to play a

position you weren’t familiar with or didn’t even get to

play at all. I want to thank those people for their patience

and understanding.

A special thanks goes out to those people who were

returning to the soccer program; without your expert ad-

vice and help, the new players would have had a difficult

season. And I haven’t forgotten you Michelle. A
manager also plays an important part on the team and we
appreciated all the various things you did for us.

Congratulations go to Senior ‘S’ recipients - Cory

Brink, Karina Cloutier, Rachel Gallant, and Marie

Tzortzidis; and to Major ‘S’ recipients - Marie France

Latreille, Shana Simonds, and Kim Woodstock. Best of

luck to you all!!

Love,

Miss ‘C’
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BOYS’

SOCCER

Back Row: J.F. Dumas, R. Taib, D. Poulin, J. Wilcox, S. Madden, K. Sudo, F. Houle,
M. Akyea, A. Retchless, coach
Front Row: E. Lafreniere, B. Blois, K. Oickle, P. Williamson, A. Battah, C. Watier, N.

Saparoff, M. Wang
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This past season was a rebuilding year. Only one
starter was returning from the 1986 season. Con-
sidering this fact, the season was quite successful.

The team got off to a great start by ty ing Galt 0-0 and

then defeating B.C.S. 1-0. Unfortunately, the team
then began to rest on its laurels and proceeded to lose

6 straight games. This team could not afford to take

things lightly. It was not a team blessed with great

natural soccer skill. It was a team of dedicated

athletes (hockey players) who had to depend on heart

and pride to lift them above their opponents. When
they were hungry to score and win victory was within

their grasp. When winning was not a major priority,

the team looked very ordinary.

As the season progressed the guys began to learn

that desire and dedication were the keys to success

and. in the last three games, showed flashes of

brilliance. I can say without a shadow of a doubt that

the team that finished the season was a much better

team than the one that started the season.

With at least 9 players returning and a good crop of

juniors coming up, prospects looked very good for

next year. If we can build on the foundations of this

season a championship may be a realistic goal.

Highlights: Beating B.C.S. , Cedric’s throw
ins. Big Macs

Lowlights: Saturday at L.C.C., losing to

Richmond, Twice!
Not playing up to our potential

Finals standings: Fifth out of six teams.

Record: Wins: 2 Ties; 4 Losses: 11

A. Retchless, Coach
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SENIOR

FOOTBALL

The foott

competitive

all program enjoyed c

seasons in recent year.

me of its r

>. Our won/

record, unfortunately, didn't cllange but the

satisfaction >ws were w thin

a tcmchdow [i or so of winning any liven game was

with veter rylsivers in IF
(

Prieur, 1 Silly

Our offense

had their nn

emorable highlights dt ring the se

with the fir

came back from a 14-0 defecit la ;e in the tourth

quarter to vidri 1644. Salesmen, on the last play of

the game, ran the bail to Stanstead line

Martin in a foot race k nocked the

dividual eff

Our secoi

rrier out of bounds. It

id memorable moment occurred in our

late in the ourth quarter when Gclit intercepted a

pass and returned it to our five

csulted in a touchdown "ind \ two t

hich

conversion for Galt. Coach Elliot and I thoug ht it

was the bes team effort of the season for the club

On behalf

ly for the defensive un

of the Coaching Staff a

t.

id others re

to the program, a very special th ank you. to the

fellows for an enjoyable and fun sc

ke to especially thank th ose alumni who
so generous. ly donated funds to the program w hich

resulted in purchase Of much* needed tootball

equipment rind apparatus.

hes: Alex P

Andrew E

lilip

Back Row: L. Goineau, S. Stevens, J. Rosengren, J. Wang, J. Wigle, S.

Zora, A. Hickey.

Middle Row: A. Elliot, coach, T. Martin, A. Jacobs, B. Martin, P. Dube,
A. Mickie, G. Clark, V. Hogue, Y. Sudo, D. Williams, C. Degrace, A.

Taylor, A. Philip, coach
Front Row: B. Kasowski, S. Gamache, J.F. Prieur, B. Panagoulakis, S.

Campbell, B. Albers, C. Mongrain
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JR.

GIRLS’

SOCCER

Back Row: D. Desy, coach, A. Chiu, T. Infilise, I. Paradis, K. Lewis, K. Reynolds, S.

Jacobs, R. Poston, R. Schick, V. Freeman, coach
Front Row: M.C, taberge, N. Dewey, S. Robitailie, M.A. Brus, E. Darling, W. Leung,
B. Viens, G. Breault, K. MacLaggan

For my first experience in coaching, I could not have ask-

ed for a better team or more supportive and patient

assistant-coach.

The season started off well with three wins in a row and

we ended with a boom when we conquered Salesien 6-0.

We missed the play-offs by one point which was a little

hard to accept but, all in all. with a record of five wins, four

losses and one tie we had an excellent season.

The girls all played with great: spirit and showed a

tremendous amount of teamwork and cooperation. 1 was

particularly impressed with the encouragement and support

they gave each other - the results of which were evident in

the improvement several of the team members made during

the season.

Together, we learned the meaning of sportsmanship,

team effort, constructive criticism and positive thinking.

It’s been a season that will not likely be forgotten by any of

us. We complained, laughed, cried, hooted and hollered,

but most importantly WE SURVIVED JUNIOR SOCCER
1987 - and loved it!

Junior S this season go to Amanda Chu. Elizabeth Darl-

ing, Nancy Dewey. Shelly Jacobs. Isabelle Paradis and

Rachel Poston.

1 would like to express special thanks to Elizabeth Darl-

ing our enthusiastic and guiding team captain, Ruth Shack

our exuberant manager and to David Desy our assistant

coach whose experience and "savoir faire" were an asset

to all involved. Hope to see you next year (including Sam-

my - who does snore i.

Veronica Freeman. Coach
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JR.

BOYS’

SOCCER

Back Row: M. Shefler, coach, J.P. Heynemand, T. Brus, M. Cheetham, D. Tardif, P.

Vann, W.C. Chan, R. Mercer, D. Unno, P. Fonsato
Front Row: T. Peasley, T. Denney, R. Lyon, M. Tardif, B. Gonzalez, R. Werner.

It would be lucky to see a lot of these boys

back next year, playing together. They ac-

quired a clever sense of soccer and ways to

move the ball between themselves. We were

a -fast team by the time we reached

November.

A lot of thanks go to D. Tardif for his will-

ingness and committment to goalkeeping.

Junior 'S' awards were given to T. Brus, M.

Cheetham, B. Gonzales. T- Denney and D.

Tardif; for taking themselves to the limit and

being positive about our team when we most

needed it.

Congratulations, again, to the award win-

ners. However, our impact was also depen-

dent upon the efforts of ALL team member’s

efforts. I hope you all had some fun, I know

I did.

M. Shefler, Coach.
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BANTAM
GIRLS’

SOCCER

Back Row: J.P. Chartol, coach, A. Renaud, S. Cheetham, J. Asselin, G. Skelton, K.
Saparoff, M. Bolduc, S. Brus, L. Jolicoeur, A. Kasowski, coach.
Front Rqw: V. Drouin, A. Emslie, A. Rivet, E. Poston, K. Denney, M. Savard, N.
Cesari, V. Sorensen.

Our team this year was composed of fifteen girls of many different

backgrounds, some of whom were new to the game. It requires a great deal

of practice to build a team - to learn the basic skills, to learn to work
together and to acquire that elusive “team spirit” that makes a good team
more than just a group of individuals. We worked hard and it payed off.

As the season progressed we won more of our games and finished a

respectable fourth in the six-team league.

I would like to thank Nancy Coutu for starting the team off. and, most
especially Jean-Philippe Chartol, who as assistant coach showed great

leadership and ability and for whom the team and I have the greatest

respect and affection.

Finally, I would to thank all the Bantam Girls for their hard work, sup-

port and comradery during the season, and particularly our co-captains

Ellen Poston and Kristen Denney for their enthusiasm and dedication. To
the girls who will be moving on to the junior level next year, and to our
veterans who will be returning, I wish you all the best and “thanks for the

memories”.

A. Kasowski, Coach



BANTAM
BOYS’

SOCCER

Back Row: S. Downey, A. Choquette, S. Prieur, R. Wang, J. Laberge, G. Telling,

coach
Front Row: T. Wong, J. Blouin, F. Phaneuf, E. Chu, F. Paradis, S. Telling, J. Poitras,

W. Wong, R. Poulin

Soccer was a new experience to many of the Ban-

tam team players this season but though they were

small in numbers they were very big in enthusiasm.

The first match was played (against Le Triolet) only a

week after the College reopened for the fall term, and

the Stanstead side was narrowly defeated, 3 to 2. Un-

fortunately this proved to be a pattern for most of the

early games which tended to sap the team’s morale.

The defence learned some hard lessons and their

spirit never broke in spite of the fact goals were few

and far between for a while. One ray of hope in mid
season was provided by a thrilling game against

B.C.S. in which the goals came thick and fast and the

final score was 7-6. A number of the team’s players

made tremendous progress and received their final

reward when, in the last match of the season,

Stanstead beat Le Triolet six goals to one. It is in-

teresting to speculate what might have happened if

this had been the first and not the last game, for the

team.

Special mention must go to our principal goal

scorer, Francois Paradis, who was second highest in

the league, and the two most consistently stalwart

defenders, Walter Wong and Jason Poitras.

However, the whole team showed great determina-

tion in the face of adversity which was highly com-
mendable. Looking forward to next season, boys!

G. Telling, Coach
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CROSS
COUNTRY
RUNNING

Back Row: C. Tweedie, coach, M. To, G. Gallagher, A. Johnson, D. Chase, B.

O'Brien, C. Lemay, J. Schick
Front Row: L. Burnet, N. Rawlings, B. Clark, P. Renaud, R. Kasowski, G. Martin.

The 1987 Cross-Country Running Team was small in number, inex-

perienced and not especially strong. In general, only three members of
the team were returning runners. Most ofthe new members had had lit-

tle or no experience in competitive running and some members of the

program joined for recreational rather than competitive reasons. Un-
fortunately for the team and for the school. Philip Renaud, this year’s

Captain and one. of the best runners in the. conference was unable to

compete all season due to a knee injury. Nevertheless, all the runners
showed improvement during the season by increasing their distances

and lowering their times. I’m sure they took satisfaction in their per-

sonal accomplishments.
The highlight o. our season was a meet at B.C.S. where almost all

runners produced their finest results. All the hard work, determination

and team support just seemed to come together at this meet, to enable

each individual to overcome previous obstacles and achieve success.

1 would like to thank the members of the team for helping to make
the season enjoyable and J hope you will all continue to run, at least on
a recreational level, for many years to come,

C. Tweedie, Coach
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AWARD WINNERS

Kim Woodstock, Jean-Francois Prieur, Barry Martin, Bill Panagoulakis, Marie-France Latreille, Kevin Oickle. Shanna Simmonds

The following students were also recognized for their athletic achievements during the fall term:

SENIOR “S” JUNIOR “S” BANTAM “S”

Andrew Battah Marcus Cheetham Francois Paradis

Sean Madden Robert Werner Walter Wong

Billy Blois Domonique Tardif Jason Poitras

Cedric Watier Trevor Denney Suzanne Brus

Bruce Albers Ted Brus Verona Sorensen

Scott Gamache Amanda Chiu Ellen Poston

Chris Mongrain

Cory Brink

Karina Cloutier

Rachel Gallant

Maria Tzortzidis

Elizabeth Darling

Nancy Dewey
Shelley Jacobs

Isabelle Paradis

Rachel Poston

Rosalie Kasowski

Suzanne Alter

Bernardo Gonzalez

Kristen Denney

The following students received trophies for All Round Excellence and Sportsmanship:

Football

Girls’ Soccer

J.F. Prieur

M.F. Latreille



FALL ATHLETIC ASSEMBLY
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A

I can fly! I can fly! Where's the ball?

That #10 is cute!! I wish I could be out on the field!

This isn't what I meant. Let me go, it’s my ball!
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CLUBS AND

RESIDENCES

B. Panagoulakis
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The year started with the arrival of 54 boys who
would attempt to coexist with each other for an en-

tire school year. Almost everyone made it. Some
of the boys figured they would “try” the new
House Director and his new Assistant. They tried

... but we tried harder!

!

After the usual “getting used to” period, the

house settled into an acceptable routine. The
Prefects were an invaluable help in making the

house run to its maximum efficiency. Our hats go
off to them for a job well done. Also, we were able

to hold two pizza parties, a year-end B.B.Q, pur-

chase board games for the house, have our own
Davis House Prize Giving, and purchase T-shirts

for every member of the House. None of these

things could have been accomplished without a

great deal of work and effort of our House Com-
mittee. Every member of the House thanks them
for their efforts during the year. I believe that the

boys developed a sense of togetherness and pride

in themselves, and each other, during our time

together. There were bad times during the year,

but the good times far outnumbered the bad times.

The important thing is that we all “survived” and

are probably all better people because of ex-

perience. I leave you with one last phrase . . .

DESTROYERS FOREVER!!
Mr. E. Smith
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As this was my first year at Stanstead College and as

Colby House Director, I arrived at those venerable doors

armed with many questions about the year ahead.

Can any amount of experience ever prepare you for liv-

ing with eighty adolescent girls? However, the job was
made easy having such a good group to work with.

Together we lived through power failures, blowing

fuses and some ways to improve the residence.

With so many different cultures and customs amongst

us, we had much to learn from each other. There were

many highlights in the year but we were all especially

proud when Akua Akyea was named the first female head-

prefect at Stanstead.

The Tuck Shop under the capable hands of Kim,
Stephanie and Ruthie offered a variety of temptations and

the odor of noodles will linger in the hallways long after

the girls have left for the summer.
A special thanks to the T.O.Ds and prefects whose

dedication helped maintain the smooth functioning of the

house.

Finally, I would like to thank Miss Tweedie, Colby

Ass. House Director.

The first year of a new job can be overwhelming at

times and Cheryl’s experience and sound advice was in-

dispensable. She will not be here next year and I know
Cheryl will be missed by all of us. Bonne Chance!

To everyone, thanks for a good year. With our plans for

a new decor and other improvements, we have to look

forward.

Ms. Tremblay
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BUGBEE HOUSE
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«

I approached my sixteenth year as House Director of the

Junior Boys with some apprehension. I was worried that with

such a targe grade nine population, only some of whom had

been with me last year, we might take a long time to achieve a

sense of normality. Well, I was very wrong. The year got off

to a super start and things only got better until early May.

We had one of the nicest group of new students that we have

ever had. They adjusted to the Bugbee way of life quickly and

with little fuss. We were soon one big happy family.

The House Committee did its usually good job although they

did not get nearly as much work as I had anticipated, they

helped to keep the house on an even keel and came up with

many good suggestions. They decided to purchase a new VCR
and after making most of the arrangements, Mr. Robert Varin,

Patrick’s father, kindly donated the VHS. We decided to keep

the old Beta and we are now collecting a library of films. Our

lounge has become the favorite place for staff to show videos

to their classes and thus our equipment is constantly used.

The Food Committee did very well this year, the best ever.

We developed a policy of selling in the other houses and this

helped our profits soar.

To every good year there must also be a sour note. My very

able and enthusiastic Assistant - Patty Carleton has decided to

pull up stakes and head for greener pastures. She will be sorely

missed by both the staff and students alike. Thanks Patty - it

has been a great five years.

I would like also to thank my wife Sue who, with Patty,

helps with the birthday cakes and who gives me little hassle

over my unpredictable hours. A special thanks also to the

School and House Prefects who agreed to live in with our zany

bunch and who have done a wonderful job. Thanks guys.

To the grade nines I say “good bye and thanks for a good

year. I wish you all the best in the years ahead and I look for-

ward to having some of you back as seniors”. To the sevens

and eights I say “see you next year and have a great summer.
”
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DAY

STUDENTS

Back Row: J. Blown, T. Peasley, A. Johnson, N. Saparoff, S. Stevens, T. Denney, K.

Reynolds, B. Kasowski Middle Row: J. Poitras, A.M. Beasse, M.F. Blanchet, S.

Robitaille, G. Skelton, R. Poston, R. Kasowski, A. Flewwelling-Skup Front Row: A.

Choquette, S. Telling, M. Bolduc, A. Emslie, K. Saparoff, E. Poston, K. Denney, N.

Dewey, R. Gallant
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INVESTMENT CLUB

L to R: J. Wigle, G. Breault, R. Lyon, J. Morphy, C. Mongrain, F. Houle, A. Johnson, M.

Watson, S. Zora, D. Williams, S. Madden, P. Renaud, A. Mickie, P. Fonsato, A. Banh, Y.

Sudo, K. Oickle, M. Courtemanche, J.F. Dumas, S. Petitclerc, E. Darling, A. Hickey, D.

Kwok, P. Seager, Mr. A. Elliot

CHOIR

Back Row: E. Darling, D. Kwok, C. Watier, S. Gamache, P. Renaud, S. Kovacs Middle

Rows: A. Akyea, G. Clark, M. Lavigne, S. Simonds, J. Wilcox, Z. Amos, J.F. Prieur, R.

Lewis, J. Wang, P. Renaud, A. Battah Front Row: L. Martin, R. Gallant, V. Drouin, G.

Breault, A. Chu, S. Chiu, K. Woodstock, S. Petitclerc, M. Guindon.
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CAMERA CLUB

Standing: G. Gallagher, J.P. Heynemand, A. Leger, C. Watier, B.

Panagoulakis. Seated: B. Gonzalez, J.F. Prieur, Mr. M. Shefler

There was always a curious crowd

loitering around our picture display win-

dow in Pierce Hall - when the club posted

new shots. Of course, I enjoyed watching

this interest, but regret that we could not

change the display more frequently.

Others in the club felt this way too, but

time trickles by quickly.

Shooting, developing, printing and

mounting good photos required time that

just wasn’t available. Stanstead is a busy

place.

Our parents day exhibit was a great

success this year. Both J.F. Prieur and

Greg Gallagher co-produced the winning

picture. A great deal of effort went into

the end of the year slide show which was

an endeavor of a new format.

I've enjoyed seeing the different styles

and their refinement over the year and I

wish everyone well with their photogra-

phy in the future.

Marc Shefler.
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As the organizing of another yearbook draws to a close I still ask myself

where all the time has gone? It seems like only yesterday that we were

teaching the ‘new guys’ what picas were.

It was a much slower year than normal, mainly due to the other many ac-

tivities that our Thursday night group members got involved in. We have

never been so far behind, but we never missed a deadline. Thanks guys.

I would like to thank Mr. Duncan and the Editors who really kept things

going. It was fun working with you. A special thanks to Steve, our

representative from Jostens who almost always has an instant solution to a

problem. Also Paulette in Winnipeg - the nicest person I have ever worked

with over the phone.

As usual, a special credit goes to Marc Shefler who does so much

photography work for us. Thanks Marc, we will miss you.

Peter Ashworth, Advisor.
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RIFLE CLUB
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JUNIOR
FIRE

FIGHTERS
Trevor Denney, Scott Stevens, Domonique
Tardif

This was our first time to even be involved with a

fire department of any type. Due to the lack of practical

experience among fully involved structures, we were

oriented more towards grass and chimney fires. We ac-

quired many new skills in the line of fire fighting.

We met many interesting characters all of whom are

fun to work with. They would help us and always make

a good time out of a bad situation.

There are some moments that we will always re-

member: Scott’s extrication from the Golfo, Trevor’s

broken arm (slick), Steve’s ‘Jeep’ and last but not

least, the tanker bumper.

We would like to thank the Intermunicipal Fire

Department of Rock Island - Stanstead for all the help

they gave us through the year.

Trevor Denney, Scott Stevens, Domonique Tardif

ANIMATION
COMMITTEE

Back Row: S. Gamache, R. Lyon, A. Battah,

J. Wilcox, E. Lafreniere, P. Renaud, Mrs. D.

Duncan, A. Akyea Front Row: T. Denney, M.

C. Laberge, M. Lavigne, K. Newsom, J.P.

Heynemand, E. Darling, A. Renaud.
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MODEL
TRAIN

CLUB

F. Phaneuf, S. Downey, T. Denney, D. Tardif, M. Tardif
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COMPUTER
CLUB

D. Kwok, A. Banh, J. Anick, N.

Goldberg, S. Prieur
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SOCIAL SCIENCE FAIR
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SENIOR

HOCKEY

Back Row: C. Mongrain, B. Kasowski, P. Williamson, S. Gamache, P. Dube, J. Anick.
Middle Row

:

P. Varin, S. Madden, B. Panagoulakis, D. Poulin, C. Watier, A. Battah,
Front Row: G. Clark, B. Albers, M. langelier, Mr. A. Philip, B. Blois, E. Lafreniere, S.
Stevens.
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Senior Hockey continued again this year to attain a respectable

level of competitiveness but once again found the going very

tough. We continue to develop fine young, skillful players at the

bantam level, however, the jump to the senior ranks is very dif-

ficult and somewhat intimidating to say the least.

We continue to work on the fundamentals and discipline

associated with any competitive contact sport, but unfortunately,

skill still remains a key ingredient. Individual improvements and

skill development are always recognized at the end of any season

and a number of our players certainly qualified in that category.

With three goaltenders on the team this year, competition was

keen to see who would get the nod for the upcoming game. Cap-

tain, Bill Blois, although playing a position not familiar to him,

was still able to make a contribution and set an example for the

younger fellows.

I would like to say thank you to all members of the team for

their time and effort and a very special thank you to Eric

Lafreniere and Bill Blois who have been in our hockey program

for six years. It is my hope and the desire of the boys to keep

hockey alive while we continue to live through some very

discouraging years.

- Alex Philip
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SENIOR

BOYS’

BASKETBALL

Back Row: J.F. Prieur, M. Cheetham, S. Campbell. A. Mickie, D. Desy, G. Gallagher,
Mr. B. Denney. Front Row: S. Zora, K. Sudo, B. Martin, J. Wang.
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The 1987-88 Senior Boys Basketball team
had a long and difficult season. Last season

we had the best team we have had in the

1980’s but graduation removed the nucleus

of the club and the opposition in the league

was just too tough for a young and inex-

perienced club to handle and wc were able to

manage only one victory in league play. For

the new players on the team it was difficult

to lose so often especially when many games
were quite close, but they handled

themselves well. I was especially pleased

with how the veteran players handled the

mounting losses after experiencing the suc-

cess they had had in the previous campaign.

I was a little concerned with the turnout

for basketball as I only had ten players in-

stead of the usual twelve and that included

carrying a couple of the bigger junior

players. On the bright side, three of the

starters were Grade 10. Should they all

return and some new talent comes to the

school, next year could be very good indeed.

I would also like to add that we had enough
bantam and junior aged players to have an

organized team that played a full schedule of

games and I hope to get some talent from
that program in the future.

I wish to thank my captain, Ken Sudo for

his two years of hard work in basketball and
congratulate him on winning the Amaron
Trophy as our MVP. I would also like to

thank the rest of the team for their hard work
and dedication and my two manager/ statisti-

cians Greg Gallagher and Jean Francois

Prieur. JF has been my shadow for a number
of years now and I will miss him and his

good sense of humour. My best wishes to the

grads, most of whom I expect will be back to

play in the Old Boys Games in the future.

B. Denney, Coach
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SENIOR

GIRLS’

BASKETBALL

Back Row: L. Martin, K. Woodstock, H. Katsumata, J. Morphy, C. Brink, M.
Courtemanche, B. Lewis, A. Chen, Mr, P. Channell. Front Row: G. Ngan, R. Gallant,
S, Chiu, M. Tzortzidis, K. Newsom, S. Simonds.
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After a two year absence of coaching Senior Girls’

Basketball, it was my pleasure to return to the task.

This year's Senior Girls’ Basketball team was the largest

team since the re-registration of girls to Stanstead. With fif-

teen (15) girls trying out for the team, we had lots of en-

thusiasm. The team saw lots of improvement as the season

progressed and they made their mark in a strong ETIAC
league.

With a number of key players returning and some good

Juniors advancing, I am looking forward to a good season

next year.

Thank you for all your hard work and dedication.

Coach Peter Channell
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SWIMMING

Back Row: J.F. Dumas, K. Oickle, P. Renaud, J. Wilcox, J.P. Chartol, L. Giguere, E.

Varin, A. Akyea, Middle Row: D. Pereg, M.F. Blanchet, Mr. G. Telling, Z. Amos, S.

Robitaille, T. Guindon, K. Cloutier, L. Burnet, Miss L. Morel, L. Maheu, I. Paradis,

M. Martin. Front Row: V. Drouin, S. Alter, M. Rawlings, R. Schick, A. Chiu, G. Martin,

J. Asselin, A. Leger, M. Watson, S. Telling, B. Gonzalez.
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Dedication, patience and perseverance are

what it takes to be in the swim of things.

This years team participated in two

leagues, the Greater Montreal Athletic

Association League and the Estrie. Our
swimmers faced tougher competition than in

previous years with the acceptance of club

swimmers into the Estrie league and twelve

schools now taking part in the G.M.M.A.
Responding to this greater challenge,

Stanstead performed extremely well due to

the dedication, skill and team spirit of our

swimmers. The midget and senior categories

were particularly strong in individual skills

yet the real power of our swimmers lay in

their mutual support and encouragement.

One of the highlights of the season was the

visit and demonstration of Paul Naisby,

former Olympic Swimmer who brought four

experienced swimmers of the Sherbrooke

Swim Club. Advanced swimming techni-

ques and drills were taught to our students.

A video was made which will continually be

a valuable coaching resource.

This visit was the culmination of the em-
phasis of stroke and technique improvement
which had been the focus of the season’s

coaching.

In closing, we would like to thank our

team captains. Phil Renaud and Tarra Guin-

don, our managers Aqua Akyea and Isabelle

Paradis, and Mr. Channell for his continued

help, support and interest through this year.

L. Morel, Coach
G. Telling, Coach.
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CROSS
COUNTRY
SKIING

Back Row: Mr. A.R. Eveleigh, T. Martin, W.C. Chan, A. Teffner, M. Akyea, N.
Saparoff, A. Hickey, G. Breault, S. Kovacs, A. Rertaud, Miss P. Carieton, Coach. Mid-
dle Row: J. Schick, D. Unno, D. Chase, C. Lemay, J. Pan, T. Infilise, K. MacLaggan,
R. Kasowski. Bottom Row: K. Saparoff, A. Choquette, J. Mendelsohn, V. Hogue, E.
Darling, A. Flewwelling-Skup, N. Cesari.
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Another busy and pleasant season. There was the usual reluctant preseason training and trial preparation. The
frantic purchasing of equipment and the awful panic and butterflies before the first race. The team was a con-

glomerate of experienced skiers down to those who had never seen snow. The important factors were the en-

thusiasm and cheerfulness shown by the members. A great deal of this was thanks to our hard-working captains,

Liz Darling and Vincent Hogue.
It was not the year to win any team championships, because there were no senior girls and only one bantam

boy, but there was a chance to win medals and shields, and this the team did. At the Stanstead Club races they

won all the events they entered and also had several seconds and thirds. At the Independent School’s meet at

Sedberg, Liz, Rosalie and Kate were surprised and delighted to win the Junior Relay. This was a good weekend
with everyone getting there best times. The team seemed to work well under pressure as was shown by our Junior

girls winning the Eastern Townships Shield despite having to race twice because of confusion in the first race.

The Bantam girls also won their division and Kate Saparoff was presented with a trophy for gaining the most

points during the season. At the Zone Meet our team did well, gaining many points that kept the trophy in the

Eastern Townships.
In the E.T.I.A.C the standard of skiing is high and the competition fierce. It was good to see the steady im-

provement and watch people reach their goals. Nick managed to beat Vince in one race, Vince kept moving up

and won the Bronze Medal at the Regional Quebec Games. Rosalie, who was second in most of her races, manag-

ed a first at the Games and was invited to take part in a Sealtest race, Liz consistently placed in the top four and all

the members continued to improve.

Congratulations to Kate Saparoff and Andrew Choquette for gaining their Bantam S, to Elizabeth Darling,

Rosalie Kasowski, Katherine MacLaggan and Tina Infilise for their Junior S, to Andrew Hickey for his Senior S.

to Vincent Hogue and Nick Saparoff for their Major S and to Vincent Hogue for winning the Eric Ed Trophy.

This was definitely one of our better years. Congratulations and good skiing in the years ahead.

P. Carleton, Coach.
A. Eveleigh, Coach.
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JUNIOR

GIRLS’

BASKETBALL

Back Row: T. D'Right, B. Clark, B. Viens, A. Katsumata, W. Leung, S. Martin, M.A.
Brus, S. Jacobs, Miss C. Tweedie. Front Row: M.C. Laberge, R. Poston, N. Dewey, K.

Reynolds, C. Chan,

The 1987-1988 Junior Girls Basketball Season was a very

exciting one for Stanstead College. This was the first time

in the school’s history that there were enough girls to form
three teams to compete at all levels in the E.T.I.A.C.

I was fortunate enough to coach the Junior Girls Basket-

ball Team. This team was composed of a group of girls who
possessed a keen desire for improvement and a great sense

of team spirit. The one quality evident in all the girls was
that although there were very many different skill levels

they all shared a love for the game. This made my job

VERY easy. Although we did not finish as contenders in

the playoffs, we competed in many close and exciting

games. I was always very proud of my team and I feel that

they too should be proud of their achievements - both as in-

dividuals and as a team.

Looking ahead, I see a very positive future for the Girls

Basketball Program. We have developed a solid group of

young basketball players who can only continue to im-

prove. I would like to thank the team members and our

managers for all their hard work and enthusiasm throughout

the season. Best of luck next year!!

C. Tweedie, Coach.
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JUNIOR

BOYS’

BASKETBALL

Back Row: S. Downey, J. Blouin, T, Wong, A. Jacobs, B. O’Brien, K. Chen, R. Wang,
Mr. E. Smith Front Row: V. Lu, P. Fonsato, A. Akyea, R. Poulin, E. Chu, M. Blouin.

Our first year was a very successful one. Next year is

looking very promising for Jr. Basketball at Stanstead. We
finished the year with seven victories, two of which were at

our final tournament of the season. It appears that we have

developed a healthy rivalry with Alexander Galt and can

hopefully keep this going for some time to come.

Our players of excellence turned out to be Kent Chen at

the Junior level and Randy Poulin at the Bantam level.

Overall, the entire team showed tremendous improvement

over the course of the year, with all players contributing

points to our offensive attack. Their general knowledge of

and enthusiasm for the game increased by two hundred per-

cent from November to March. A job well done boys!

E. Smith, Coach.
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BANTAM
HOCKEY

Back Row: N. Goldberg, Y. Sudo, T. Brus, H. Farekh, R. Lyon, T. Peasley, Mr. A.

Retchless. Middle Row: R. Mercer, D. Doumouchel, J.P. Heynemand, J. Wigle, R.

Werner, M. Tardif, A. Taylor. Front Row: D. Tardif, J. Laberge, J. Poitras, D.

Williams, T. Denney, G. B6langer, F. Phaneuf.

This year Bantam hockey program also in-

cluded 5 very determined pee-wee aged
players. Each day saw 20 enthusiastic in-

dividuals take to the ice. As a group this

team showed great self discipline. Every
practice they worked hard.

They also learned to play together as a

team. Backchecking, forechecking, and tak-

ing the man, all became standard procedures

for the Bantam Hockey Team.
Their dedication and enthusiasm paid

dividends. After a shaky start the team
became extremely competitive and was able

to defeat certain teams who were often more
talented on an individual basis.

The forwards and defenceman were able

to play with confidence due to the splendid

goaltending of David Williams. Game in and
game out he kept us close. Up front Trevor
Denney, Dominic Dumouchel, Dominique
Tardif, and Germain Belanger gave us a

good scoring punch.

The defence was anchored by Jeff Wigle,

with first year Bantams, Tom Peasley, Ted
Brus, and Jean Pascal Heynemand in sup-

port. These four defenceman will never

forget my favorite instruction to them:

“Take the man!”
All in all it was a terrific season. The team

wore the Stanstead colors with pride. I wish
all players great success in their future

years.

Andrew Retchless, Coach
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BANTAM

GIRLS’

BASKETBALL

Back Row: L. Jolicoeur, G. Skelton, S. Brus, S. Cheetham, E. Poston, Mrs. A.
Kasowski, M. Savard. Front Row: M. Bolduc, A. Rivet, K. Denney, V. Sorensen, A.
Emslie.

Bantam Girls Basketball was a new addition

to the athletic program at Stanstead this year.

Because none of the ten team members had
played high school basketball before, we had a

lot to learn fast, and we did. We were not the

biggest or strongest team in the league this

season, but we fought hard and we hung on for

some really exciting down-to-the-wire finishes.

I would like to thank all the girls that par-

ticipated this year. Our team did not have any
overload - sometimes we played with as few as

eight players during the flu season and
everyone was needed. All team members
wanted to play and, as the season wore on, our
practices and drills improved and we got

noticeably better.

I would especially like to express my ap-

preciation to Captain Kristen Denney and Co-
captain Suzanne Brus for their excellent effort

and leadership this season. Kristen’s consistent

play and her ability to score from difficult

angles and distances mark her as a player with
great potential. Suzanne’s strength and speed
gave heart to our team, and Ellen Poston’s

remarkable ball handling and agility gave us a

solid core around which to build our offence.

I look forward to a great future for the Girls

basketball Program at Stanstead in the years to

come.

A. Kasowski, Coach.
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The 1987-1988 squash season was exceptionally com-

petitive. During the triangular meet Bishop's College

School and Selwyn House School visited us. Stanstead won
the Junior Division Championship due to the excellent play

of Alex Wong. During the annual Independent School's

Tournament Francois Houle reached the semi-final cham-

pionship round for Stanstead. Alex Wong also made the

quarter finals of the men’s top division at the Eastern

Townships Open held at Bishop’s University. Finally, out

of thirty players in the Selwyn House Invitational at Nun's

Island two of our players ranked fourth and fifth.

Alex Wong was an inspiration to us all and we thank him.

Alex was an excellent leader and of great assistance. Con-

gratulations to those who received merit awards and to all

who improved their game.

M. Shefler, Coach.
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GIRLS’

SQUASH

Back Row: Mr. A. Tabatchnik, M.F. Latreille, M. Lavigne, K. Lewis, M. Lee. Front Row:

E. Cheung, A.M. Beasse, A. Chu, F. Chu.

This was a very rewarding season for the girls’ squash team. Some of the

team members had never held a squash racket before, but by the end of the

season, everyone was pulling in their fair share of wins. The main reason our

team was so successful was because of our team spirit of cooperation and

support. Those girls who were experienced squash players aided the

"‘newcomers" and by so doing, we all came closer together as a team.

Two of the most memorable occasions of our season was our performance

at Ashbury College Girls' Squash Invitational, where many of our girls were

able to win medals. The other highlight was the last tournament between us

and Bishop's College. The winner was not decided until the final game. This

made for extreme tension and lots of nail biting. However we won the final

game and thus the tournament. Hurray!!!

This was my first year as the coach of the Stanstead Girls' Squash Team,

and 1 have to admit that because of the people on our team, my experience

was made that much more rewarding and satisfying. 1 would like to thank

Amy, Ann Marie, Mimi. Maveda, Eman, Kirsty, Fanny and our team cap-

tain, Marie-France for a very memorable season.

Allan Tabatchnick



WINTER ATHLETIC ASSEMBLY
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AWARD WINNERS

Back Row: Vincent Hogue, Kevin Oickle, Phil Renaud, Nick Saparoff, Ken Sudo, Alex Banh. Front Row:
Maria Tzortzidis, Terra Guindon, Marie-France Latreille, Karina Cloutier.

THE FOLLOWING ALL AROUND EXCELLENCE AND SPORTSMANSHIP TROPHIES WERE
AWARDED TO:

Girls' Squash The Katsi Goodleaf Trophy Marie-France Latreille

Boys’ Swimming
Girls' Swimming

The Trustee’s Cup Kevin Oickle

The Trustee’s Cup Mireille Guindon
Girls’ Basketball The Bess Ferguson Trophy Maria Tzortzidis

Boys’ Basketball The Dr. Amaron Trophy Kensaku Sudo
Cross-Country Skiing The Eric Ed Trophy Vincent Hogue

THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WERE AWARDED THEIR MAJOR” S”

Maria Tzortzidis Kensaku Sudo Karina Cloutier

Philip Renaud Mireille Guindon Vincent Hogue
Nicholas Saparoff Alex Bahn

THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WERE ALSO RECOGNIZED:

BANTAM “S” JUNIOR “S” SENIOR “S”

Kristen Denney Trevor Denney William Blois

Suzanne Brus Dominique Tardif Sean Madden
Ellen Poston Jeff Wigle Glen Clark

Randy Poulin David Williams Rachel Gallant

Andrew Choquette Rachel Poston Barry Martin

Kate Saparoff Marie-Claude Laberge Alistair Mickie

Kent Chen Francois Houle
Alex Wong Michael To
Lisa Burnet Marie-Michelle Lavigne

Amanda Chiu Marie-France Latreille

Kevin Oickle Jean-Francois Dumas
Nicole Rawlings Andrew Hickey

Katherine MacLaggan
Christine Infilise

Elizabeth Darling

Rosalie Kasowski

Andrew Battah
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OPENING DAY
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NEW STUDENTS’ RACE
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CASINO NIGHT
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SUGARING PARTY
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GRADUATION DANCE
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TRACK

AND

FIELD

Back Row: Mr. A. Philip, Mr. B. Denney, R. Lewis, J. Blouin, K. Chen, S. Gamache,
B. Panagoulakis, B. Kasowski, H. Farekh, A. Wong, MissC. Tweedie, Mr. P. Chan-
nell. Front Row: I. Paradis, N. Rawlings, A. Renaud, S. Alter, R. Poston, K. Denney,
K. Saparoff, A. Rivet, R. Kasowski, V. Sorensen, J. Asselin.
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The coaching staff were very surprised at the small

number of students who expressed an interest in track and

field this season. We usually have around thirty-five com-

petitors each spring but this year we ended up with only

twenty-one. Hopefully the numbers will increase next year.

Despite the small numbers, the program ran smoothly.

The year began on the ‘right foot’ with new uniforms. The

team sported these to all the meets in which we competed

and the vivid red/ white contrast was very much in

evidence. Halfway through the season we hosted our nine-

teenth annual invitational track and field meet at the school.

We took pride in the fact that this meet ran as smoothly as

any that we have hosted in the past.

By the end of the season we had seven athletes who

qualified to compete at the Zone Championships: Jodi

Asselin, Verona Sorensen and Kate Saparoff at the bantam

level; Isabelle Paradis, Hani Farekh and Bart Kasowski at

the midget level; Bill Panagoulakis at the senior level.

Together, these athletes brought home a total of twelve

medals - five gold, four silver and three bronze. In addition

to their individual successes, these athletes contributed to

the E.T.I.A.C. team and were able to capture three of the

six categories at the meet.

This year the Alice Amaron trophy for the top girl track

and field athlete was won for an unprecendented third year

by Isabelle Paradis. The Russell Langley Trophy for the

best boy track and field athlete was won by Billy

Panagoulakis.

Thanks to all who competed for Stanstead this year. And
last, but not least, the reason this whole operation runs so

smoothly is the years of coaching experience. 1 would like

to thank Mr. Philip, Mr. Channell and Miss Tweedie for

their enthusiasm and dedication to the team. Best of luck to

those who are leaving and I look forward to next year’s

season.

Brian Denney, Head Coach.
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RUGBY
TEAM

Back Row: J. Wilcox, M.A. Tardif, J.P. Heynemand, A. Teffner, A. Hickey, J.

Rosengren, A. Mickie, A. Jacobs, E. Varin, M. Watson, B. O'Brien, A. Akyea, Mr. G.

Telling. Front Row: R. Werner, J. Wigle, P. Fonsato, D. Williams, Y. Sudo, S. Mad-
den, P. Varin, K. Oickle, M. Cheetham, D. Dumouchel.
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Rugby players at Stanstead have enjoyed

another short but exciting season. With the expert

coaching of Mike Bronson, from New Bruns-

wick, the junior team got off to an enthusiastic

start with their training when school resumed

after the easter holidays.

The workouts and drills obviously paid off as

the team came from behind to defeat Massey

Vanier in the opening game, 7-4. This, in turn,

lifted the side to an even more convincing victory

against Bishop’s, 32-0.

The team underwent several tactical ad-

justments and some new players were ‘drafted in’

to give strength in certain areas, as interest in the

sport spread. After the third successful match

against Selwyn House School, even those spec-

tators who hadn’t known one end of a scrum from

the other, began to volunteer opinions on forward

passes and ‘knock-outs’. Unfortunately,

however, the team met its first defeat at the hands

of Massey Vanier, on their home ground, and

was finally confronted by the powerful B.C.S.

‘A’ team which just managed a score of 6-0 after

a punishing game of skill and courage.

An exhilarating season which promises great

things for next year! Thanks to all the members of

the team and our invaluable managers.

G. Telling, Coach.
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TENNIS

TEAM

Back Row: F. Houle, B. Martin, N. Saparoff, J.P. Chartol, P. Williamson, M. Lavigne,
C. Watier, R, Wang, Miss V. Freeman. Front Row: D. Kondo, B. Gonzalez, B. Viens,
G. Ngan, M.F. Latreille, S. Simonds, S. Jacobs, A. Katsumata, A. Chen.
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This was a very good season for the tennis team. For the first

time in Stanstead history, we brought back the ETIAC trophy (of

course, it’s only been in existence for two years, but who’s coun-

ting? It’s a great start!) which was quite a thrill . . . Admittedly, it

was close (we lost more tournaments than we won throughout the

season) but when it was most important the team, as a team really

came through for the school. That is what will be remembered

most.

The most exciting part of the season for me, as coach, (aside

from one moonlit ride back from Saint-Johnsbury with the girls’

team, overhearing - ahem - one of the boys’ locker room conver-

sations through a convenient ceiling grid, and going through

customs the wrong way with Roger Wang’s passport but without

Roger Wang . . .) was watching the players improve their game as

well as encourage and help each other throughout the season.

Team effort and refusal to give up is what brought the trophy

home - a lesson for many of us.

It was a great season! We all learned something and had lots of

fun doing so (most of the time) - sore shoulders, starry eyes, men-

ding hearts and all ... SO ... a few last words of advice: concen-

trate on your serve, get up to the net, keep your feet moving, keep

your opponent’s feet moving, try not to trip if you’re going to

jump over the net, and remember . . . this is not baseball!

A special thanks to two very special and conscientious chefs

d’equipe: Marie-France Latreille and Francois Houle and to Allan

Tabatchnick for watching over our home games (while I was away

• • •)

Winners for the round-robin: Shelley Jacobs

Bernardo Gonzalez

Recipients of Stanstead Tennis Shield: Mimi Lavigne

(intramural championship) Cedric Watier

«LOVE» Miss Freeman, Coach
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1988 Champs

JUNIOR

SOFTBALL

Standing: Mrs. D. Duncan, M. To, W. Wong, W. Leung, E. Poston, N. Cesari, R.

Poulin, T. D’Right, Mr. E. Smith. Kneeling: A. Leger, T. Brus, R. Lyon.
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1988 Champs

SENIOR

SOFTBALL

Standing: M. To, Mr. E. Smith, K. Lewis, T. Denney, E. Lafreniere, R. Werner, D.

Poulin, P. Dube, G. Belanger, C. Chan, Mrs. D. Duncan, E. Cheung, K. Reynolds, D.

Chase, K. Sudo. Sitting: P. Seager, A. Banh.
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SPRING ATHLETIC ASSEMBLY
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TROPHY WINNERS

B. Panagoulakis, M. Lavigne, C. Watier, I. Paradis

M.V.P. Boys’ Track
M.V.P. Girls’ Track

Boy’s Tennis

Girl’s Tennis

B. Panagoulakis

I. Paradis

C. Watier
M. Lavigne

MAJOR ‘S’ WINNERS 1987-1988

Back Row: A. Banh, N. Saparoff, B. Panagoulakis, J.F. Prieur, K. Oickle. Front

Row: B. Martin, T. Guindon, S. Simonds, M.F. Latreille, K. Cloutier, M. Tzort-

zidis, P. Renaud.
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PARENTS’ DAY ’87
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PARENTS’ MEETING IN MONTREAL

This Page Sponsored by: Mr. & Mrs. C. DeGrace
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ACTIVITIES 1987-88
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STANSTEAD ALUMNI
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Dear friends,

It is a year since the last Spectrum and many things

have happened in that time. As this is published I will

have completed my term as President of the Alumni

Association and our new President, John Stronach.

will have assumed this position.

Let me take this opportunity to recap some of the

events that took place during the last year. Starting in

October 1987, we had a football get together where the

students, in their new uniforms supplied by the Alumni

Association and purchased from the Alouette football

team, joined with Alumni in a friendly game. Another

major event took place in October: the Chinese Ban-

quet. This enjoyable evening was very successful in

raising funds for the reading room. Many thanks go out

to all those involved in the organization of this dinner

including the Alumni, the Board of Trustees and many

parents, school staff and volunteers. Our annual

hockey tournament took place in November in

Stanstead and was attended by several private schools

from the Montreal area.

Our first event of 1988 was the Get Together at Win-

nie’s in Montreal. This evening brought together many

Alumni both young and old to renew acquaintances and

catch up on news. May 7 was the date of the Annual

General Meeting for the Alumni Association. A friend-

ly game of baseball with the students followed the

meeting and the day ended up with supper with the

seniors. Our second charity baseball game against

CJAD Radio was held in June. This event, which helps

raise funds for the Quebec Spina Bifida and

Hydrocephalus Association, was well attended and

great fun!

As my term is now finished, I would like to thank

everyone, the Board of Trustees, the staff and all

students for their unfailing support to the Alumni.

Special thanks to Bill Milsom and Barry Gallant for

their extra help and support over the last two years.

I wish the graduates much success in their future

endeavours and the returning students another happy

and memorable year.

Peter Wynne, President, Alumni Association
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CHINESE BANQUET

This Page Sponsored by: Mrs. Barbara Cesari
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CHINESE BANQUET

Have you ever fed a dragon for good luck? Have you
ever witnessed the “Dance of a Chinese Bride”? Have
you ever become involved with a Chow Jiang card ex-

change? Have you ever tasted Shark’s Fin Soup?
Well, you certainly would have - had you attended the

Chinese Banquet held at Kenny Wong’s Great Hall on
Montreal’s south shore, last October!!

This was the first fund-raising special event organized

by a committee whose members represented every con-

stituency of the College, including a heavy parent

involvement.

There is no question that the event was successful in

every respect! One hundred and ninety alumni, parents,

trustees, faculty and friends joined together in a gala

evening of good eating, dancing, fun and fellowship.

Furthermore, over $10,000 was generated to refurbish

the School reading room.
The Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Mrs. Peggy

Montgomery (Lamb) (’34) welcomed all of the attendees

to the gathering, and Headmaster Barry Gallant extend-

ed sincere application to Chairman Ed Battah (Parent)

and each member of his hard working committee, for a

job well done.

Paul Amos (Parent) was the happy winner of a return

airfare ticket to Helsinki through the courtesy of Exotic

Tours of Montreal and Finnair - Roy Peirce (Faculty)

and his wife Joan (Staff) were the recipients of a

weekend-for-two at the C.P. Chateau Champlain Hotel -

and Jimmy Goodleaf, the uncle of Randy Goodleaf (’81)

(who was the Master of Ceremonies for the evening),

became a few inches taller with a pair of iceskates from
Murray & Co. and Micron. “In fact”, said gift coor-

dinator Peter Newman (’71), “every one who attended

the Banquet was the recipient of at least one very in-

teresting and worthwhile gift”.

It is hoped that the success and benefits which accrued

by holding this “Special Event”, will favourably in-

fluence others to arrange for another function in the not

too distant future.
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CONCOURS
INTERNATIONAL
DES JEUNES

19 8 8

The Caisse Populaire Desjardins sponsors a writing contest each

year. The school winners for this year were Anne-Marie Beasse and

Genevieve Brault. The Director of the Caisse Populaire de Stanstead,

Mario Scallon presented medals to the winners in the school assembly.

Participation prizes were given to other participants. In all nearly 50

Stanstead students entered the contest as well as students from other

schools in the region.
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UN SOIR D’ETE
— Anne-Marie Beasse

C’etait un doux soir d’ete. Dans les rues pleines de gens qui riaient, criaient et

buvaient, Genevieve et Martin se promenaient en se tenant par la taille. On aurait

dit qu’ils etaient a part et differents du reste du decor. Tout autour d’eux etait plein

de vie, empli d’un enthousiasme qu’on ne retrouve qu’au temps des fetes. Ils se

bousculaient amicalement.

Genevieve et Martin passerent devant un cafeterrasse oil jouait un groupe de

musiciens populaire. La musique y etait forte et entrainante. Les gens dansaient et

s’amusaient mais enfin on y sentait la fatigue comine si une fin approchait.

Genevieve et Martin continuerent leur marche. La musique derriere eux se faisait

encore entendre mais a un plus faible volume a meusure qu'ils s’eloignaient. Ils se

dirigerent vers la plage oil lc son des vagucs se melait a la musique.

Soudain, dans le cafe la musique changea de pas. Elle se fit douce et plus calnre.

Les gens partaient, la veillee tirait a sa fin.

Genevieve et Martin resterent sur le bord de la plage a danser la derniere chanson

qui resumait leur amour l'un pour l’autre. La melodie semblait les entourer, les rap-

procher et les emporter tres loin de tout.

Enfin tous les sons familiers de la nuit etaient disparus. Martin et Genevieve

resterent assis dans le sable a ecouter le son repetitif de l’eclaboussement des

vagues. Le clame, la paix et la chaleur du sable etaient seuls a partager leur silence.

Comme tout le monde le jeune couple dut lui aussi finir par entrer. Toute la nuit

et toutes les semaines et les mois qui suivirent pour Martin et Genevieve cette chan-

son du soir d’ete leur revint a l’esprit.

Et meme aujourd'hui, des annees plus tard, lorsque par hasard cette vieille chan-

son se fait entendre, Martin et Genevieve, separes depuis longtemps, se rappellent

ce moment, l’atmosphere et les sentiments que cette chanson avait cree pour eux

voila si longtemps.
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LETTRE DE PAIX

Cher ami,

A toi qui fut affecte physiquement de surdite des ta naissance, a toi qui ne recon-

nait pas le bruissement des feuilles ou ne peut faire la difference entre le son d'une

harpe ou celui d'un piano, ne te crois pas seul dans ton monde de silence car je peux

te dire que nous sommes tous sourds a la musique de notre coeur. Comment peut-on

affirmer apprecier le chant harmonieux d’un oiseau alors que plusieurs sont deja en

voie de disparition par notre faute? Comment peut-on affirmer aimer la symphonie

des vagues alors que nous polluons cette eau sans arret? Comment peut-on con-

siderer avoir le sens de route alors que nous sommes sourds aux cris de tous ces

peuples qui meurent de faim? Je peux te dire que tu es chanceux de ne pas avoir a

entendre les sonatines des politiciens qui promettent la paix et l’espoir mais dont

leurs paroles ne resonnent qu’en fausses notes de guerre et de decouragement. Tu

es chanceux de ne pas entendre le sifflement des balles d’armes a feu fatales qui

tourbillonnent autour des continents. Tu es chanceux de ne pas entendre les cris des

mourants et des alienes que nous avons tues par desespoir ou cruaute. Nous pensons

parfois aimer les arpeges et les gammes de la nature mais nous la detruisons. Nous

pensons aimer le menuet d’un rire d’un enfant dans son innocence mais nous lui

preparons un futur incertain et difficile. Nous pensons causer un accord melodieux

dans le monde en parlant de paix et de desarmement mais nous fabriquons des

armes sans arret et encore des milliers de gens meurent durant ces guerres inter-

minables pour des principes injustes et egoistes. II faut se battre continuellement

pour notre droit a la liberte. Tout le monde entend ces sons mais personne ne les

ecoute vraiment. Je t’affirme que si tu possedes la musique dans ton coeur, alors tu

peux considerer que tu as plus d’oreille que la plupart des gens de cette planete.

— Genevieve Brault
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SOME HAIKU FROM 1987-88

THE GOAL

Now the door is closed.

I do not have the right key

But I see the light.

. . . Lune Paris-Maheu

The beautiful clouds,

How they slowly pass us by,

To a place unknown
. . . Amanda Chiu

The moon is shining;

Stars are whispering along

On this silent night.

. . . Cecilia Chan

PINE CONE

It grows large with hope
Holding inside many lives,

Revives in autumn.

. . . Germain Belanger

AN EARLY MORNING

The dew falls at dawn;
The sun shines on the droplets

Like a pearl outspread.

. . .Isabelle Paradis

It is the season

When all the cherry blossoms
Bloom in the spring sky.

. . .Yoshinori Sudo
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The wind blew the leaves around,

They danced and pranced across the ground.

You, are the wind, can you not see?

And what you threw about was me.

The wind picked up the leaves

As they fell down from the trees.

I was leaf, you picked me up.

It seemed to me, I was in luck.

The wind calms down to a gentle breeze.

And that’s when I fell to my knees.

Then it started to roar again

And that’s when I could feel the pain.

Then came the storm with clouds above

And that’s when you fell out of love.

And from the clouds there came the rain.

Though I smiled, the scars remain.

— Betsy Clark



J.F. Prieur
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A BIG HOLE - THE BIG TREE GOES
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THE SCHOOL YEAR
DRAWS TO A CLOSE

IT WAS A BUSY YEAR

... IT WAS A FUN YEAR

IT WAS A GOOD YEAR
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BACCALAUREATE AND PRIZE-GIVING
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ACADEMIC AWARDS
JUNIOR SCHOOL

Art Prizes Grade 7 Simone Cheetham

Grade 8 . Katherine Saparoff

Grade 9 Mitchell Anick

Mathematics Prizes Grade 7 Randall Poulin

Grade 8 Timmy Wong, Ka Kit

Grade 9 Jennifer Pan, Lu-Chi

Science Prizes Grade 7 Randall Poulin

Grade 8 .... Suzanne Alter

Grade 9 Theodore Brus

English Prizes Grade 7/8 Katherine Saparoff

Grade 9 Rosalie Kasowski

History Prizes Grade 8 Amelie Rivet

Grade 9 Aurora Flewwel ling-Skup

Geography Prizes Grade 7 Randall Poulin

Grade 9 Theodore Brus

Most Improved in French Prize (Second Language) Simone Cheetham

Prizes in Spanish Beginners Melanie Bolduc

Intermediate Theodore Brus
First Aid Prize Grade 9 Richard Lyon

Prizes for General Proficiency Grade 7 Randall Poulin

Grade 8 Amelie Rivet

Grade 9 Theodore Brus

SENIOR SCHOOL

Art Prizes Barry Martin / Katherine Newsom

Geography Prize Kevin Oickle

Chemistry Prizes Christian Lemay / Elizabeth Darling

Biology Prize Daria Pereg

Mathematics Prizes Kevin Oickle / David Kwok, Tsz Wah

Physics Prizes Christian Lemay / Elizabeth Darling

Economics Prize Elizabeth Darling

Music Prize for Voice Rebecca Lewis

Music Prize for Piano Amy Chu
Prize for Most Improvement in English (Second Language) Akiko Katsumata

The George Whitfield Prize for English .. Katherine MacLaggan

The A.P. Gordon Prize for Science Christian Lemay

The John Wells Prize for Improvement in French (Second Language) Haruko Katsumata

The Anne Mackenzie Prize for English Elizabeth Darling

The Stanstead Historical Society Prize for History Christian Lemay

The J.D. Ferguson Prize for History Pierre Seager

English Prize

GRADE 12
Akua Akyea

Economics Prize Jean-Franpois Prieur

Psychology Prize Akua Akyea

History Prize Jean-Franpois Prieur

Chemistry Prize John Wilcox

Physics Prize Grace Ngan, Mei Yin

Biology Prize John Wilcox

Mathematics Prize Allie Chen, Yei-Feng



Amaron Prizes lor French Grade 7 Randall Poulin

Grade 8 Victor Lu

Grade 9 Sylvie Martin

Grade 10 Betsy Clark

Grade 11 Katherine Newsom

The Sybil Galambos Prizes for Frangais Grade 7 Kristen Denney

Grade 8 Melanie Bolduc

Grade 9 Sophie Robitaille

Grade 10 Christian Lemay

Grade 11 Marie-France Blanchet

Grade 12 Akua Akyea

Les Prix speciaux offerts par le Progres Stephan Zora

Pensionnat des Ursulines . . .
Succes Elizabeth Darling

SPECIAL PRIZES

The Donald McG. Hackett Prize for Creativity Gregory Gallagher

The Thespian Shield for Acting Katherine MacLaggan

The Director's Award in Theatre Arts Elizabeth Darling / Bartholomew Kasowski

Junior Public Speaking Award Rosalie Kasowski

The Hackett Trophy for Senior Debating .

Elizabeth Darling

The Rotary Club Service Award Trevor Denney

Junior School Science Fair Award Kristen Denney / Gillian Skelton

Senior School Science Fair Award Stefame Chiu, Wai Chu

Alumni Bursary Award Andrew Battah

The Canadian Tire Corporation Scholarship Mary-Ann Brus

The Raymond Lester Memorial Award .

Jean-Phi Itppe Chartol

The Banting Bursary Award Theodore Brus

The Kenneth Reed Memorial Award Theodore Brus

The Leonard McGilton Memorial Award Nancy Dewey

The Billy Huckins Memorial Scholarship J ason Poitras

The S.F, Abbott Shield, Best all-round Athlete in Junior School Cedric Watier

The Thomas Johnson Memorial Trophy for best all-round Boy Athlete in the School Kevin Oickle

The Shirley Wolter Trophy for best all-round Girl Athlete in the School Marie-France Latreille

The Spofforth Trophy for Excellence in Science and Mathematics Elizabeth Darling

House Director's Award Bugbee House Alex Banh, Kin Kwong

House Director’s Award Colby House Akua Akyea

House Director's Award Davis House Jean-Philippe Chartol

The Wilder Shield (for a Junior Student) Theodore Brus

The Trustees Scholarship ...... Kevin Oickle

The Jean Prieur Memorial Awards Verona Sorensen

The Bowman-Hall Award Jean-Frangois Prieur

Trueman-McFadyen Award Karina Cloutier

The Birks’ Bronze Medal for the best Student in Grade 10 .... .
Christian Lemay

The Governor General's Medal for the best Student in Grade 11 Elizabeth Darling

The Birks’ Silver Medal for the best Student in Grade 12 Grace Ngan, Mei Yin

The Pitcher Memorial Prize -The School's Highest Award Akua Akyea
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GRADS

M. Shefler

THE CLASS OF

1988
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GRADE TWELVE

A.A.: Voluntary study and thus watching t.v. during study. AMB.: To be. P.D.: Not to be. U.M.: Getting only “I” for
$50., strong coffee for late nights, late nights for late assignments - - 5%. R.

:

of the light

A. A.: Head Prefect of the School, Animation Committee, Graduation Committee, House Committee, winning the
Volleyball prize. SPECTRUM, Headmaster's List, Alumni Scholarship. Governor general's Silver Medal. AMB.: Possibly
a quiet life where duties are non existent. P.D.: Colby House Psychologist for my eighty girls. W.: Oatmeal cookies.
Marines, lots of sun. Smelodie Smartin, Luscious, Juicy. Siz and the Ethnic look. The Sax and the Bro (Trenton). Mimi . . .

vroom. U.M.: Running around the first day of school in a 'K' suit, room search with Miss Tweedie at I Oam.. squidding
around. "Do you mind putting some clothes on?", strange Egyptian encounter at the Metropolis, three hour shower -

Cardial!??, "Thanks Mimi lor the great advice", not Basha's again?, the Queen of England's personal wombat, "You
could fit six”, snow carnival with the freaks, "He went off and got married!" - Montevideo, Urugay, forgetting how to
speak, wild life - live, gumbi bears and jelly beans, "Women are superior" - sorry Eric, Photography dark room, my best
friend Irom where!!??, where's Harold?, “I promise to speak more". R : As time goes on one realizes that it is experiences
that mold memories. Memories of friends, loves and sorrows are made up of times shared. "Reflections” - doesn't that im-
ply a philosophical word? It seems it’s more a space where we can think back to those who made Stanstead what it was. I'll

always think of Melodie, Lucy. Liz, Mimi. Jory, Vince, Ray. Bart, Andy-Baby Bear. Bruce. Modci & Ansa and all the
others who I forgot but will remain in my heart forever. Thanx for being there to help me when things were a bit tough. To
Mixiei and Ansa: "Never change 'cause I adore you just the way you are. To Mel - thanks.

A. A.: My greatest achievement was finally going with Terra, Hopefully being able to reach my 18th birthday. Being a
school Prefect and the senior hockey team captain. AMB.

:

Ambassador or High Commissioner of a 3rd world country or a

simple engineer. P. D.

:

Living in the infirmary for the rest of my life, Married to Terra. W.

:

Terra. Mom’s cooking.’ Saga
food. Terra's dancing, Terra at Sunday supper. Bruce's laugh. Terra when she is mad, Barry's food, Sean’s refrigerator:
Terra's eyes. Beating up Battah, TERRA!. U.M.

:

Living in Charlie’s and John's room, L.C.C. hockey + soccer. Vince's
birthday, Eric's grade seven woman. Jan. 19. thanks for the cake. Wang’s party, quarters with John and Eric, Terra, in the
bottom of Colby, catching mines with Terra, Behind the barn with Terra, Car with Jean, Jean. Eric and Mike in Bugbee,
Battah and Cindy, Battah and Hockey. Terra's aunt, Eric's driving. Waterbed, Crazy Karl breaking windows, Pat and
Cedric in hockey, Danny's stories, John sulking: Charlie fighting with me. Charlie's waterpipes, Chinese dinner in Bruce's
room, Micheal To's radio. Weekend at Mike Langelier's house, Eva. Tenpas' sasses. Party at Heather's house, Lisa
Mosmay’s wedding with Terra. Dire Straits, Winning with Eric at the egg toss. Mr. Smith's rules. Chemistry with John and
Mr. T. Wacky Jackie, Scott Gamache, David Wu, Amanda Chui. a good friend forever. The Mickies, Sean’s woman,
Barry's woman. Bruce the knee killer. Terra's laugh. Z at the start of the year with Scott, Wang, and Sudo, Pat getting in

trouble in hockey. R.

:

1 first want to say that you only get out of a school what you put in it. That includes this school or any
other. I feel that this school has matured me a great deal, but I also want to say that you miss out on a lot of things being
here! Terra has been a great influence on my life as well as my peers and my parents. Good luck to the grads of '88! A
special thanks to John. Scotty, Scott, Shana. Charlie, Bruce. Battah, Jacky. Marie-France, Mr. Ashworth. Bart. Eric. Ken,
Wang and everyone else. But most of all Mireille Guindon!!.

Akua Akyea
1986-1988

Raed Abillama

1987-1988
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A. A.: House prefect, football, basketball, hockey, softball, going out with Julie for more than lour months. AMB.: Presi-

dent of a large corporation P.D.

:

President of Aqua-Velva anonymous, teacher at the Kawish Institute of Whale-riding. W.

:

Julie, spending every last cent, the girl with kaleidoscope eyes. (G. Breault.), chocolate, procrastinating, sassing Loome,

mooching money, sleeping during study, safe times to run down the hill. U.M.: Everything I put in last year s SPEC-

TRUM. fire at the campfire with someone special, when the wizard met smiley for the first time but not the last, February

break 88, good times on the bench with Ken. Magramme, Genevieve, Sophie and Stephanie K., bad times on the bench with

Karina. Bye bye Loome June 13. a certain pink Celica with the trunk full, jamming with broom sticks, Les Autos, Lay

Whip. Ed Sullivan by E-Shaft, The scout, exploring the nooks and cranies of Stanstead College, getting confined in one to

three ways. The Annexe, 5th floor Colby, playing war in the woods, lots of Linton, of course. Mama's gonna help to build

the wall . R.

:

I’ve seen my fair share of people come and go during my three years here: some good students, some athletes

and a few trouble makers. I've noticed that one needs a strong character if you don't want the school to change you - and you

don't. You have to relax and make the best of it - or maybe it will get the better part of you. To all my friendly friends,

thanks for all the good times and thanks for lasting through the bad times. I’ll never forget any of you.

Alan Scott Campbell
1985-1988

A. A.: House prefect. Assistant coach for the Bantam Girls' Soccer Team, to have better than 2 on room inspection, swim-
ming practices. AMB.

:

To have a great time in the summer holidays and in the coming university years. To perform well at

university, in work and in sports. P.D.

:

We never know. W.

:

Et puis quoi encore!! 11. M.

:

Soccer season with the Bantam
Giris, back to school, seminars, the carnival day. the big battles of Axis and Allies, the long waits with hi . . . (Gravel),

some of my duties in Davis House. R.

:

This is my last year at Stanstead College, and 1 have to say that I had fun in sports

and in classes. To be or not to be - that is the homework.

Jean-Philippe Chartol

1986-1988

A. A.: House Prefect, Basketball, on Headmaster's List. AMB.: Travel around the world and be multi-lingual. P.D.

:

An in-

terpreter. W.

:

Too lazy to finish homework during study time. Too easily impressed. Too easily distracted (I always think

about the other things during classes). U.M.

:

When I went to Vancouver two years ago I took a bus somewhere with my
friends. I suddenly felt so tired and sleepy on the bus that 1 fell asleep. There was a nice old guy sitting beside me. 1 slept so

well that I didn't realize that my head was resting on the old guy's shoulder. 1 didn't wake up until I heard my friends'

laughter. 1 felt so ashamed when I knew what I had just done. As I said "sorry" to him my face blushed but he was so nice

that we talked a great deal until we reached our destination. R.

:

I don't like high school at all. There seems to be so many
rules to follow. I feel like I am being tied up by something so that I can not do things my own way sometimes. Besides. 1

hate staying in such a small town. There is not much fun here!!!. At first I felt it was peaceful and beautiful, but I am now
getting bored with staying in such a small town as the life style always remains the same. Although it is my first year at

Stanstead it is also my last year, i hope the University I will be going to is in a bigger town.

Allie Chen (Yei Feng)

1987-1988

A. A.

:

House Prefect. 1 became 19 years old. I made it through the year, what more could I ask for. AMB.

:

I want the world

and everything in it. P.D.: A part of the world with white sand, clear water, warm breezes and lots of sun. W.

:

Sophie, good
tans. U.M. February break. The Lanterne, Any time John got mad, beating on John and Billy. Davis ‘day before its due'

club, any exam or night before handing in a Biology term paper, cake fights, trying to find Billy, late night talks with Billy

and John, Ferris Beuller looking like Billy, Sophie dancing, thanks for the cake Dec. 9, the first and last day of school,

January 29, the worst weekend of my life in S.W.C, but all scales shall be levelled. R. : Thanks to all those who have proven

to be such good friends over the past year, without you I probably could not have made it. Sophie, John. Billy Terra, Bruce.

Squat, Kensquat Ku and Wang. Special thanks to Sophie for putting up with me. Always remember that one does not

necessarily have to be intelligent to be a suecess. My sincerest appreciation and love to mom and dad for sticking behind

me, and giving me a second chance to prove myself. Remember the good times and relax.

Charles DeGrace
1987-1988
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A. A.: House committee. Cross Country Ski Team, captain. Downhill skiing. AMB.: To be a politician or a news writer.

P.D.

:

End up being the leader of the separatist party in Quebec. To be the new Malboro man when the present one croakes.

W.

:

Anglophones, Football, coming back to school after breaks. Sciences, Statistics, Bill 101. U.M.: With Hickey, Glen

and Jeff behind the tree during Autumn, To the Tuck Shop with the guys during Winter, Billy the Greek bottle opener. Get-

ting caught by Bill for staying up late. Getting caught by Mr. Retchless for .... Waking up Christian Mongrain every morn-

ing with Jeff, Listening to the Eiffel tower with Bill Panagoulakis in the DelMonte hotel, Freezing at the Ski Marathon,

Arguing with Bill. Chuck and John about French in Quebec until two in the morning, Playing war games. Fighting with

Hickey, Borrowing Barry’s pants. Celebrating my birthdays. With Jory and his camera (illegal photos). Close conversation

with window screens. Studying Stats with Ray. Thursday night with Jeff (raising Arizona). R.

:

“I'd rather laugh with sin-

ners than cry with saints. ” Honestly I did not think that Stanstead would be this way. I have had a hard time adjusting to the

system but after a while one gets used to it. Although I have had some interesting moments at Stanstead, I am only glad that

this is only my first and last year here. I’d like to thank my parents for paying for the school. Although it was a lot of money.

Thank-you!. “Vive le Quebec libre!.

Vincent Hogue
1987-1988

A. A.: School Prefect, Senior Varsity Soccer, Senior Varsity Hockey (assistant captain). Animation Committee, Graduation
Committee, Junior Rugby, English Speaking Union Scholarship. A.: To be a rich and successful lawyer living an exciting

easy life. P.D.

:

Waiting for the cheque, manager of the new Peel. Loan shark. W.: Chips, missing breakfast, money!, sas-

sing girls, girls being lazy, love to relax and party, hate to work’’. U.M.: Grade 7 Ecology class, getting paddled, new
students race (87), Davis initiation (87), rooming with Mike last year (room 104 stuck together again), junior back 87, all

my L.C.C. tournaments. Parents Day 87, Christmas break 86, Grad weekend 87, Billy B., Mike L., John W., Andrew T.,

Jason, 87-88 Hockey team, 87-88 Physics class, Mr. Daly, getting into McMaster, getting into the English Speaking Union
scholarship. Krazy Karl, Ottawa trip (night Mike), weekend with Mike, Billy and Terra. Mr. T. Mr. Smith, you oiseau

(Mr. Ashworth), (Ti-Rick), Mr. Philip, top corner, Watier, Varin. 1 hour (Mr. T), making voluntary once in 6 years, well

J.-F. wc made it! (it’s all downhill from here!), hitting a snow bank with John at 180 Km./h., room 104 B . . ., finally win-

ning the egg toss with Billy, playing quarters with John and Billy. R.

:

It has been a long stay for me at Stanstead, I’ve had

some good and some BAD moments, but I basically think that Stanstead is a very good place for somebody to go to school.

In my many years at Stanstead I have formed some very strong friendships that will last throughout my life and that is very

good part of this school and probably the thing I like best about it! Next year 1 will be in England and then off to University

and I will certainly miss this school and the people. I would like to thank all my teachers and my friends for helping me to

make it through. I would also like to thank my parents for giving me the opportunity to come here through their hard work.

Eric Lafreniere

1982-1988

A. A.

:

House Prefect, soccer, squash, softball, volleyball. AMB.

:

To be successful at whatever I want to do. P.D.

:

To be full

of happiness with my own family and children. W.

:

Chocolate, candy, noodles - but I really don't need these because they

help me gain weight. U.M.: The Feb. 13th and 14th party, fighting with Winnie at any time, any letters that Pamela wrote

me, the squash tournament in Ottawa, rooming with silly Eman, summer vacation of 87, ski-day 88, Oct. 19, 88. sleigh

rides, the time I abused Eman, any time that I stayed with Amy, Eman, Winnie and Allie - having fun with them. To a

special person that I met here, got to know and love - Terrance, my sister’s wedding party, my 18th birthday, the friends

that 1 met here: David Kwok, Alex B. and Wong, Timmy, Walter, Kent, (my brother) Wai Chan, Fanny, Eric, Roger,

Racheal, Nancy, Mary-Ann, Susan B.. Ray, Grace, etc.! 1 love you all!!! R.: Well, I’ve been at Stanstead for three years

and even though I said it was boring I did have a lot of fun here. 1 would like to say thanks to the people I met over these

years - especially to my two best friends Pamela and Winnie. I will never forget the grade twelve students - friendship

forever. To those teachers who helped me so very much - THANKS!!

Maveda Lee

1985-1988

A. A.: House prefect, theatre arts, finding my soul sister, and being a T.W.B., Headmaster's list. AMB.

:

To be rich without
working for my money or to become a flower. P. D.

:

Becoming the Queen of England. W.

:

Being extremely ticklish, teenny
weenny people, icecream. Campari and orange juice, talking loudly after lights out. Igpay-Atinlay . U.M.: The first day of
school when I was mistaken for my soul T.W.B.. Thanksgiving with Mimi. K.T. and’ Spike: “its 10:30, shall we go
home?”. Early morning Majella. breaking my arms lifting my knife and fork, having a wambat in my closet: “stop throw-
ing pens”, thunderdome, metropolis, exode, Not Bashas again?!!, recording poetry, doing imitations, feet planted firmly

on the ground, initiation ceremony, peanut butter: “yum, yum.", having a smelly bedroom, living at Picadilly Circus, Li-

quorice all sorts - Mel? Akua?, filling up the drink machine: “Miss Tweedie?”, being a nurse, being fourteen years old:

“heard many Arabs lately Liz?!!, snow walking with Liz and Akua, Toronto with John, Sending anonymous letters to Mel,
perfumed Valentines, poutine at Steves, basketball tournament with Maria and K.T., pyjamas to theatre arts, a little banana,
a glass of water, and a potato in Canada: “Hey guys, do I have an accent yet!!”, “Give me 27 and a half Mel”, I’m room-
ing with your stereo. R.

:

After having lost all the maturity I ever had, I feel confident saying that Canada has changed my
views on life forever. Thank you people for being such good friends and for all the good times - Mel, Akua, Liz, K.T,
Mimi, Maria, Daria, Tina and everyone else.
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A. A.: Headmaster's List. Volleyball. Basketball. AMB.: To be a good Physician. P.D : To be a pet that sleeps and eats all

day long. W.

:

Lack of concentration, lack of enthusiasm for classes, difficulty in communication, A deadline worker.

U. M.

:

The New Student's race. The downhill rolling (Alpine skiing) at ski holiday, the late night group study express at ex-

am period, to look back at the College from a high altitude (Its so cool that everything, including the school, was below my

feet), playing the piano for the first time at assembly - that made me sweat, the really relaxing Xmas break to Toronto, the

first -hustle' at the first Basketball game, the first dance at school. R.

:

This is my first year in Stanstead College. At first I

could really not get used to and even hated this school. Everything was too new and different for me. I really hoped that

everything would pass as fast as possible so that I could leave as fast as possible at that time. However, everything settled

down and I began to like this school, the care-free country life and the many nice people whom I like, i expect that Stanstead

will he a place to be missed after I graduate and I will also very much treasure my life here this year. 1 would like to thank

my teachers and of course Mom and Dad, "Thank you for sending me to this school." "Adieu Stanstead"

A. A.: School Prefect, Football M.V.P.. Basketball, Track and Field, Choir. Grad Commillee. Camera Club, Rifle Club.

Skiing, lasting six years, surviving my kangaroo court. AMB.: Lawyer and playing football in University. P.D.: Third

string center for Tiinbuctoo University, Bouncer at the Peel Pub. knee surgeon, marriage counselor. W. Trusting

everybody, inferiority complex, lack of confidence, food, football, getting a girl (no names), certain beverages. II. M.:

There were more forgettable moments than unforgettable ones. Here are the exceptions: — Throwing Louis across the held

after Mike and Stephanie helped me, not knowing why a certain person acted the way she did, seeing Carlo during

weekends. Mike listening to me at night (06/01/88), last year!, my wife Jackie. Thanks Isabelle for being there, I know it

was frustrating (to listen to me. ), thanks to Genevieve. Andrea, Tina and anybody that I may have forgotten, kangaroo court

(right Mike!), “Nice try Sir", counting the days till bac. (Mike). R.: After six years here I have seen the school change

from a reform type institution to a totalitarian regime. Seriously, it isn't that bad if you know who your real friends are. and

you dump the other ones. To Eric - we did it!!!. To K. M L. - never meant to hurt you, but you missed out. And to Mike and

Carlo, - you are the best buddies a guy can have. Isabelle, don't worry about me, next year will be a lot different for me,

trust me. "Kiss me goodbye, when I'm on my own, but you know that I'd rather be home." (Depeche Mode)

Jean Francois Prieur

1982-1988

A. A.: Basketball and making it through two years without any major problems. AMB.

:

To relax and enjoy life to the max-

imum in a warm place where Ihere is an infinite supply ol beautiful girls. P. D.

:

An overdose of monastery life in the Arctic.

If.; Any beautiful girls, parties, the girl with kaleidoscope eyes. U.M.: The Alamo, Lay Whip. Lets auto, under the bridge

12/12/86, the bench at the corner of the park, Xaved, the green machine, glow in the dark mobile, TenPas' motel. Fan-

tasies: open 24hrs a day 7 days a week. Go for a vantage, au coeur de Stanstead, behind the model school. Papamagramme

and Mamamagramme, This ain’t no ounce, five testarossas with 6/49 lotto!!!. R.

:

I guess I have to say a couple ol words to

my friends and family, "I love you all!!!". A special word to A. TenPas. S. Campbell. J. Loome and M. Wang: "relax and

stay cool". To anyone I may have forgotten in -unforgettable moments' "relax and take it easy, I've got a short memory".

Grace Ngan
1987-1988

Ken Sudo
1986-1988

A. A.: Arriving on time afler weekend leave, listening to good funk, understanding calculus, studying, soccer assistant

coach. AMB.

:

To quit smoking, to own as many exotic cars as possible and lo be successful and enjoyable life. P.D.: To

live, work and party around the world. i.B.M. International Businessman. W.: Beautilul girls, ail beautiful and fast cars,

too much work, hot beaches, people who talk too much, driving fast, loud music. U.M.: 30 seconds. Mr. Smith's wake-up

calls, the aroma of Chris's room, John's visit to Ottawa, first house meeting, Jory after study, "Raed, can you wake me up

in an hour?”, Stephan busted by Bill, the park. Jeffs work experience at Stanstead, going swimming. Scooter. Chuck.

Mike. Ken. town leave, Zippos, affaires illegales, "Where’s Bill?”, Vince getting busted in the first week of school, win-

dowbuz. Power hour, J.F.'s kangaroo court, smoke convention. R.

:

You only live once, make the best of it! . Don t realize

things after it's too late. 1 came, I saw, I left.

Sulaiman Abdul Rahman Taib

1987-1988
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A. A.

:

Soccer, Basketball, Tennis. AMB .

:

To stay home, take care of the children, wash the clothes and do the dishes if she

will only take me out for golf once a week. P.D.

:

A martyr of marriage. W.

:

Josphine; Westmount; trips behind the Model
School; weekend leave for “Jo". U.M.

:

The time when Scott was buying the bananas, highway 50 with Ken, Scott. Sophie
and Chris. TenPas' 270 reverse with the ‘green machine', Loome Vantage. Hill, Terrance and the Chinese connection,

M L., A.C.. J.P., W.C., E.C. . F.C., E.C.. W.L.. D.K., A.B., A.C., K.C., G.N., and Akiko R.: Hey, not a bad school,

at least it got me into a university. I would like to thank all the teachers who really cared. I especially want to thank Mr. T.

and Mr. Smith who cared so much about my health that I finally realized how important breakfast is and that missing
breakfast leads to ‘disaster’.

Michel Wang
1985-1988

A. A.: E.S.U. scholar. House Prefect, Grad committee. Animation committee, Assistant senior soccer coach, swim team.
Surviving this year and enjoying most of it. AMB.

:

To be very successful and to lead a happy and rewarding life. P.D.

:

To
be a very successful businessman or stock-broker with lots of money, an amazing house on a secluded tropical island, per-

sonal helicopter, fantastic car and the most gorgeous wife anyone has ever seen . . . Then I'll wake up!! W. : Being a ‘Sam-
my Sulker', especially when I was beaten on, getting upset when I don't get mail. My roommate!!, Girls . . . especially in

swim suits!! U.M.: Soccer L.C.C.. Chuck's bedtime habits!, weekend at Chuck’s cottage and La Lanterne, lying in a pud-
dle outside LeBaron Hall having been tripped by Eric; visiting Terra's aunt . . . and cousin, never finding Billy Blois #4 in

his room, Wang's party. Chemistry lessons with Mr. T. and Biology lessons with Mr. Shefler, driving from Ottawa to

Montreal with Eric, all the hockey games, visit by my father and brother, Clive, Christmas break at home, playing

‘quarters' with Billy and Eric in the Peel pub, Wackie Jackie always being on compulsory. The Davis 'day before its due
club', Vince’s birthdays, times spent with Billy, Terra, Chuck, Sophie and Jackie, late night talks with Billy and Chuck,
Bruce visiting late at night and waking me up most mornings. R.

:

Stanstead has truly been an experience and I would like to

thank those who made my stay here so much fun — especially Chuck, my roommate, Billy who might as well have been my
roommate, Sophie, Chuck's lady. Terra, my swimming partner, and Jackie, who was a constant source of amusement. -

I’ll miss most of you! Thank-you, good luck and tally Ho Chaps!

John David Wilcox
1987-1988
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GRADE ELEVEN

A A Cross Country Skiing, Number one all weather soccer player, soon to be basket player. AMB.

:

A very highly regard-

ed rich member of a diplomatic corps. P.D.: Designing my village's first ever modern garbage disposal system. W.:

Cleanliness. House Directors. U.M.: Room parties and conjugations, my multi-cultured friends highly distinguished con-

versations and remarks. R.: The teachers and 1 have clashed during the year at standards, below. I wish that in the iuture,

people like me will attain satisfaction here while retaining the majority of their eultural heritage.

Modei Akyea
1986-1988

A. A.: Football (Senior S). Hockey. Rugby, House Prefect AMB.: To command an Infantry Battalion P.D.: Captain of a

squad of Brownies W.

:

Big feet. French girls, women who can bench more than me. mustard. U.M . . Parliament Hill with

Ban, cocktails with Bill in Quebec, thanks Eva, 87 Jr. Bach, The Quest for O.J. with Batts, street hockey after Finding the

O J
' Candy-gram scandal, Chem class. Bernie meetings, crying on Bernie's shoulder, midnight raids with Barry, Madds

and green paint. Retchless fund, “Accthepting my Rethponsibilities". Zuckerman and his popsicles. Retch's good come-

backs Barry & Liz . . . Katherine . . . Isabelle ... etc .... my good friends Andrew. Sean. Billy B.. Bart. Scottie, Barry,

Chuck, John, Zed, Modei. and Shlaze. R.: When I first came to Stanstead 1 was a lost soul wandering through time and

space searching for meaning in my life. I was a lump of shapeless putty which needed tender hands to form me. Lucky lor

me I was accepted at this noble institution and so fortunate as to have a caring, loving, warm, sensitive, Chcm teacher who

was my advisor. I credit all my accomplishments to Bernadette for without her stern discipline 1 would never have become

the model student I am today. Thank you Bernadette, Thank you. Thank you, Thank you.

Bruce Albers

1986-1988

A. A.: Rifle Club, art for SPECTRUM, Musicians Club, Computer Club, war games, senior hockey manager, senior soft-

ball. D.J. for Davis FM, the sleep dub. staying in trouble. AMB.

:

To become a rusty razor blade rust remover. P.D. /Fail-

ing the application. W.: Cigarettes, blonds, beaches, drumming, music, B-52's, sleep. U.M.: Les Freres Andre. Affaires

illegales. Xav and Bernie. one hour, behind the arena, the ramp, the tree, behind Model School, Day 3/2:10 with Chris,

getting suspended. Larry’s workshop, Zippos. Marlboros. J.C. Station, thirty seconds with Ray. windobutt. Jammtn with

Paolo, Christmas break 87-88 (New Year's Eve), getting caught smoking on Headmaster's lawn, Noondoes with Alex,

Courtney, rooming with Niek, getting caught for possession . . . of an alcoholic substance, Davis FM (89.9), every day in

French class, Carlos and Pepes with Chris - then walking seven Metro stations, Davis movers, Dodius and Kt, Herr

Schmidt, The Sex Pistols, fourteen hours in one week, fake I.D. competitions with Nif, Buzzcases with Lori, mid term

break at the Annex with Sleph, Yoshi, Tasha, Nick, Hani and Jason, Grad weekend, flying Mig's. R.: No matter where you

are, no matter who you are. no matter what you're doing, you have to have fun and it doesn't come easily, il you have to

break some rules, you'll suffer the consequences, but one thing you'll never forget is the memories of what you went

through ... to have fun.

Jory Anick

1985-1988
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A. A.: School Prefect, squash, softball, track and field, soccer, volleyball. Computer Club, Rifle Club, Investment Club,
Astronomy Club, Squash Team Captain, Headmaster’s List. AMB.

;

To be a successful businessman and the richest oriental

person in the world by age forty-five. P.D.

:

Becoming a trillionaire at twenty by selling noodles at Stanstead College.
W.: Girls, cars, money, squash, being lazy, eating, computers, arcade games, friends, tears. U.M.: The night drive with
Derrick and Terrance, bucketing Derrick with cold water at 2am., ordering Chinese food at 3am, Grade 10 Chemistry
papers, the S.H.S. squash tournament with Terrance and Paul, Derrick’s driving techniques, all squash tournaments at

Montreal, first time skiing, Chris Chik and Mike To, argument with Anick in the computer room, the ’Chinese Gang’,
rooming with David Kwok for two years, new students’ race, making fun of the Chinese girls in the gang (Maveda and
Winnie), sugaring off, Modei. Math Class, dancing with Winnie. R.

:

This is my third year at Stanstead and some things

have changed for the better and some for the worse. This is a great place to study but maybe it is a bit too restrictive in

places. Anyway I like this place a lot and I will remember the teachers and all of my friends at the College forever. Special

thanks to all of the staff and my friends who have helped me over my three years.

Alex Banh
1985-1988

A. A.: School Prefect, Editor-in-Chief of the SPECTRUM, Senior Hockey, Senior Soccer. Softball, Choir, Animation Com-
mittee, Grad Committee. AMB.; To play professional hockey lor Les Canadiens and replace Brian Skrudland. P.D.

:

Coaching
the Spartans Hockey Team with Mr. Philip. W.: Italian women, Arabic food. Hockey, studying, messing up songs. Terra
being smarter than me. U.M.: 87 Ottawa trip with Phil, Terra and Aunt Bertha, Bart + Josee, L.C.C. tournaments. The
Windsor, Barry and his women, the quest for O.J. with Bruce, thanks Eva, my experience with Italian women. Bill B.

and the Joliette women, Krazy KarTs antics, Andrew and his constant sass, yearbook camp with Bart, Earl Zukerman and
his popsicles, Scott, Cindy and I in the river, on duty with Bruce, Phil and his man to man talks with me, Billy P. “Madame,
vos cheveux", grade 10 History Class, in the woods with Russ, Scott and Sean. Sean and his visit to the Island Club,
Scott as Michael Jackson and all our great memories as roommates, and I can't forget Phil’s and Zoe's daily fights. R.

:

[ have been in Stanstead for five years and I’ve tried to enjoy every year, Stanstead has taught me to take on responsibilities

and has made me self-reliant, living with different people has also taught me to give and take. I’ve made many great friends

here and to the ones who are leaving, good luck to all of you and I hope to see you in the future.

A. A.: Soccer, Squash. Softball. Drama Club, beating Billy in football. AMB.
don Lightfoot in concert, to finish a hand sewn football, to grow a bit taller!!. P.D.

:

Becoming a Canadian Hippie. W.

:

Cinnamon, cats, chocolate and Mickie Mouse. U.M.

:

Making my first goal in soccer, spitting water in Zora’s face, throw-
ing a bowl of water at Zora, missing and getting it in Luc’s face, Michael winning my heart, Ouija board revealing deep
dark secrets - MFL. MFB, Mitch and me, “Identify yourself!!*’ - during study with Marie-France, Michelle “dancing
with her broom”, receiving my first flower. My first blind date at the pizzeria with ’Hose-nose’, squash practices with

Mr. T., hitting Mr. T. in the stomach with a squash ball, getting kicked out of Chemistry Class for laughing, using my
gum as an eraser. R.

:

Always reach for where you are going even if you don’t know where you are headed. Be happy
while you are living - your dead a long time. If you are going to make a mistake, don’t make it twice.

A. A.: Soccer, Swimming, Charles, Daniel, Stephane, Francois, Ghislain, Sol, Bastien, Dennis, Ralph, Patrick, Mathieu.
AMB.; Succeed in life P.D.

;

Manager at ZELLER'S or something like that . . . W.

;

Cherries, motorcycles, brown leather

jackets, Mathieu, Michael To’s watch. U.M.

;

Getting four wisdom teeth taken out and being in bed ... all mid-term break!.

My weekends at home with Michelle C, (Gold’s Gym and Mouse!) R.

:

five managed through the bad times in Stanstead.

through piles and piles of work and I’m glad it’s nearly over. I'm proud of myself and thankful for what the College gave
me. I know that I’m a stronger person now and well prepared for the real world.

Marie-France Blanchet

1986-1988

Anne-Marie Beasse

1986-1988

Andrew Battah

1983-1988

: To hand my English in on time, to see Gor-
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A. A.: Bahamas 85 with Rita - we came back alive Diane and 1 skiing, swimming etc. - she won a gold in Feb. 88 Going

to Brazil for half a year and still passing. AMB.

:

To meet William Defoe and become the world's greatest film director.

P.D.: A bum with lots of scarves who roams the streets of this planet - which ever one it is. W.: Staying sane in insanity

and making it! ... I think. U.M.: The story starts off with a dieroushka who dared to defect from Russia and migrate

to Stanstead College (right McDonald) - not quite; Then came all those white knights with Karina working on her term

papers while Heydee gets kicked out of the lounge by Bill at 3am. Ordering pizzas at midnight with Hiromi, my favorite

roomie. Summer of 87 with two months of non stop adventure behind the Iron Gate, starting off another year and having

to go through zit paranoia with Melodie. meeting the moon and planning a trip around the world, the famous question

"are you really younger than your brother?", the Vladimir & Vladimir pampers commercial. French braiding Daria's

head, flashback to June 87 when Heydee, Karina and Kathya go fora little stroll in their P.J.'sand get locked out of Colby.

R.

:

Not much to see and not to say except that I'm leaving.

Kathya Blouin Ruh
1986-1988

A. A.

:

Soccer, Tennis, Basketball. Grad Committee, SPECTRUM. Rifle Club, Skiing, taking so many showers in the gym

(Jackie). AMB.: A very successful and happy interior designer. P.D.: Selling slush puppies at El Silencio in Peru. W.:

Peruvian surfers, guys with respect, the beach, expensive phone calls. U.M.

:

Car wash, Frankie tienes una card de mono.

Toronto with Tina, cunado and Luc. Carnival weekend, being on the phone with Stephanie Chiu, 86, 87 with Krazy Karl.

86 very special rooming with Jenny, Maria la Greka. Genevieve Miron - "squeel like a pig". Genevieve, Cory, Isabelle,

Stef C., BFF - keep in touch, who knows, maybe someday, camp tire, my room with Scott. Ken. Sophers. Michael W,

+ Stef K. + oops Mrs. Edgar, "Guys, I think I want my single back", long break in Toronto with Mike, Luc and Tina

- it was the best, "I love you Isy baby", Melodic’s jam session in the washroom, "Frankie, just wait nine years!!". F.

:

Coming here my first year was rather challenging. My second so, so. My third. I'm ready to go out and face the world.

This school taughl me to cope with my frustrations and those of others. Believe me, 1 am sure I was hard to cope with.

Corina Brink

1985-1988

A. A.

:

X-country running, X-country Skiing, keeping off compulsory, avoiding the breakfast club AMB.: Corporate Lawyer

al a prestigious law firm. P. D.

:

Night watchman at Stanstead College. W.

:

Conjugating in Model's room, chocolate chip

ice cream, sassing, wandering during study. U.M.

:

Davis initiation, conjugating in Modei's room, trying to disturb tomor-

row's Chem . 600 exam: learning the Gas Laws. House meetings, 1:30am photograph session, getting ‘busted’ by Mr. T.,

J.F.'s kangaroo court. R.

:

"Don'l take life too seriously, you won't get out of it alive anyway.

Donald Chase
1987-1988

A. A.: Soccer, Squash, Volleyball and Softball, AMB.: To be happy all the time. P.D.: A philosopher. W.: Scarfs and gloves.

U.M.

:

The squash tournament in Ottawa, Taking stupid pictures every weekend, going into Bugbee and fooling around,

skipping supper and getting into trouble, computer room. R.: In the past four years I have spent a lot of time at Stanstead.

I spent a great deal of time dreaming but I did see and learn a lot. The most special things were the true friends that I

met at Stanstead. I had so much fun with them and I really appreciated them - thanks.

Eman Cheung
1984-1988
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A. A.: Colby House Committee, Basketball, Soccer, Softball, Choir, member of surprise party. AMB.: To be a famous

fashion designer - "Margau’s Fashion". P.D.: A window shopping bum in Montreal. W.: Kobe Kangaroo, Greek wolf,

Indian Odie, Pepper Garfield, Mexican Fish, Basketball, candies, S.A.D. U.M.: Rooming with Kim for 3 years. Maria
- my wolf, Renee "le poisson" and pumco. staying out with Shelley until 12:30a.m. while in school, throwing toilet paper

bombs outside the window, when all my teddy bears were taped to the ceiling, Desy always has problems, my best B-Ball

partner - Rachel G., “To" - always makes me laugh, to Yoshi, “stop teasing people", trips around campus with Bill,

over an hour on the phone with Cory, Kim said “keep on dreaming!", looking out Ihe window with a telescope. Beaver

and Ruthless. Kirsty. take a shower, Dave W's laugh, A1 and B-Ball, Geoff dragging me at the rink, staying up all night

to watch T.V., camp fire place with Sophie, Maria, Cory, Scott, Mike and Kangaroo, Woods in Beebe with Shelley. Doug,

Renee and Kangaroo. R.

:

The school although good academically has taught me many things outside of the classroom.

My experiences taught me where to run and where to hide. I learned to be easy with the toughest rules making the pressure

seem like nothing when it was like a ton of bricks. Although there is one thing I must mention, Stanstead still has not

taught me to go to bed on time. Special thanks to my advisors - Mrs. Abrioux and Miss Morel, An extended thank you

to various people who helped me greatly such as Mr. Eveleigh, Miss Carleton, Jackie and the others. To the graduates

I wish you all the best of times in the future.

A. A.: House Prefect, Squash team 87-88, Volleyball, Softball. AMB.: To be able to support myself and to travel around

the world. P.D.

:

Unpredictable W.

:

Rooming with Allie. becoming good friends with Maveda and Eman, talking to Akiko,

Barbara and Jennifer, being sick all the time in grade 1 1 . teaching Kim how to speak Mandarin, rooming with Mel, talking

with David, Alex and Michael. U.M.

:

I would like to thank Maveda, Eman. Allie, David, Akiko, Jennifer, Fanny and

Michael for all the things you have done for me. Thank you all for bringing so much happiness to me. 1 won't forget the

fantastic times at Stanstead with my friends. R.: I think I’m going to miss Stanstead when I graduate.

A.A. : Football, hockey. AMB.

:

Haven't had one and probably never will. P. D.

:

Sanitation Engineer W.

:

Beating on Gino,
Little Bagel U.M.: Andrew and Billy railroad. The Chez Gino Inquisition. Wargames. Modei, Magic Tree, Jory with his

camera. Tuck Shop, Chez Paris, Boing Boom Chuck, Peel on Valentine's Day. Annex for Halloween, winning a hockey
game, Vince's Birthdays, L.C.C. Tournament, Jeff and I in Jamaica. R.

:

The only reflections I have are those in the mirror.

A. A.: Soccer, Swimming, Softball, Drama Club. Horseback Riding. Rifle Club, acting stupid, achieving the limit of crazyness.

AMB . . To become a successful doctor. P.D.

:

A nurse at Stanstead college generously distributing Atasol, paper cups, and

M.E.'s, W.: Everything that is not allowed, laughing in Economics Class (right Daria), living in Lac St. Jean U.M. : February

breaks are the best!, Mont Gabriel 1986 “pas devant la fenetre”, 1988 “crash” Loopy Lune, of course there was March
1987 counting crabs at 3a.m. with Isabelle, Kim "moving mogles", January 17, 1987 searching high, I saved, Mariegold

Greena a tiggerific time, swim meet March ’85 with Isabelle and Shelley in Miss Morel’s car, Nadine nightmare, walking

in the streets with Kathya and Haydee and coming in late (after all the year was almost over), spending all the study crying

with Kathya “too much work”, term paper night with Sophie and Kathya, being ill during swim meets, all those nice week-

ends, laughing at the laundromat with Lisa, Lune and Kathya, and finally counting the days till June, walking up Orford

with Cory. R.

:

It has been long and hard but 1 managed to survive. I learned a lot about people, life, how friends are

important, how to break the rules and how much freedom means to me, I’ll probably look back and see that it isn’t that

bad after all here, but the day that I'll think that way is yet to come. Thanks to Mr. Eveleigh I didn’t go totally crazy

and actually had some fun (thanks for the ice cream!). Goodbye to all of you staying another year and good luck, hang

on until you can come and enjoy life as 1 will. (Watch me come back for grade 12!)

Karina Cloutier

1984-1988

Glen Clark

1987-1988

Amy Chu
1986-1988

Stefanie Chiu
1984-1988
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A. A.: Basketball, Investment Club, Intramural, (Achievements? We were supposed to achieve something?) AMB.

:

Survive

P.D.: Used car salesman (“Hey Dad! How about this great 1976 . . .") W.: CARS, and then there are cars . .. I950's

U. M.

:

Tea with Marie France, Evening near the river (remember Assule?), weekends, very first days at Stanstead, conver-

sations with Jimmy, Gold's gym. somewhere under the bridge, being a stupid idiot, flies in my math book, last days ot

school, etc . . . R.

:

I'll probably remember this place for a long time to come, the good days and the bad. I can't say

I liked it, I can’t say 1 hated it but 1 do know it's been an experience that has brought me a lot. I couldn't have done it

without the support of my parents and my sister whom I love more than anyone in this world and of course my true friends.

“Here's looking at you kid!"

Michelle Renee Courtemanche
1986-1988

A. A.: School Prefect, Soccer. Cross Country Skiing, Track, Choir, Theatre Arts, Grad Committee, Animation Committee,

Spectrum, Rifle Club, debating and Public Speaking. House Committee, Investment Club, and actually finding time to

sleep. AMB.: To decide what 1 want to do with my life. P.D : Chemistry teacher at Stanstead College (just like my idol.)

W.: My laugh, partying during study, ears, talking backwards, keeping people awake very late, wanting to live in other

people's rooms. U.M.: Rooming with Manon, my first Pizza from Steve's, L.C.C. Hockey 87, Mad's apartment, the An-

nex, B.C.S. Debating Tournament, Valentine's Day 87. Skiing at Orford, Plymouth State College. April 25 - the pits,

the Variety Show, the river, Sally and Sam, Miss Tweedie's garden, Mr. Daly catching girls in Davis, 5 a m. June 13,

Mimi's big bash. Akua being late on opening day 87 (for a change), the apartment, decorating Miss Tremblay's office,

"C'est quoi ga?” (in a Chinese accent), Colby Xmas Party - crepes anyone?; Miss Freeman kicking six men out of Colby

at midnight, exams and wake ups, long talks with Mimi, Mimi forcing me to make a phone call (thank you). Inflating

Bart's head, Smel's poems, making a tape, Mimi finding a boyfriend, talking about exercise, Harold the airhead, Sedberg

88, making plans for grad partying in Mel's and Lucy's room, poutine at Steve’s, walking in the snow with Lucy and

Akua, Jodi imitations. R.: Having been a very weird person since birth, my childhood ambition was to go to boarding

school in Switzerland. Well, here I am at boarding school and even though this isn't Switzerland I think that I'm enjoying

myself. [ think seriously, Stanstead has really been a good experience for me - I've made some very good friends, gotten

involved in too many things, and even learned how to hand in assignments on time. To all my closest friends: even though

time may drift us apart. I will always remember the times we have shared - thank you for all the memories.

Elizabeth Darling

1986-1988

A. A.

:

Assistant coach for Junior Girls' Soccer, half of a basketball season, recuperating from all sorts of different condi-

tions. AMB.: To go pro in freestyle skiing for about three years and then go into business or agriculture. P.D.: Going

through medical school as a patient. W. : Weekends, Fridays, a nice custom designed wind surfer, a good snow storm,

outrageous ski slopes with the best mogeis, a nice sunny day in an open field. U.M.

:

Trying and not accomplishing a certain

unforgettable dream, Going for occasional visit of the back of a certain building, (to check out the foundations of course. ),

The stupendous food, the brief walks through the park, my bike rides. R.: Oh yeah!! What a year!!!, (I’ve just said the

biggest lie.)

David Desy
1987-1988

A. A.: Senior soccer team, swimming team AMB.: To become some kind of engineer. W.: Always saying stupidities U.M.

:

Chambre a Luc a 3:00 am (Frank, Pierre), Frank and I at Phil’s house. Owl’s Head skiing (with JF). Stanstead demo ski

team, Glen, whistle!!, doing French orals with Francois, metro tune, swim practices. R.

:

From being at Stanstead, I really

enjoyed doing sports. 1 also learned English and found myself some good friends. THANKS TO EVERYBODY!!!

Jean-Francois Dumas
1987-1988
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A. A. : House Prefect, Camera club, slide show. Animation Committee movie selector. Living through three years of Stanstead.

surviving Davis house for a whole year. AMB.: Becoming a film director, P.D,: Manager for Mr. Denney s basketball

team. W.: Movies, photography, grey hair spray bottles, warm weather. U.M.: Phil’s karate spazzes on Andrew. Mr.

Denney’s J.F. sasscs. the G.R.O.M. group, watching movies (what else would I be doing in my free time?), Jory's sassing

hour after gym. J.F. we knew one to look at a fresh pack of slides, putting the slide show together, taking pictures of

people who hate having their picture taken. Phil's famous onion salad, playing Miami Vice with Andrew and Scott, Joe

and Jory in grade nine" Phil and Enzo's cream fights, baby powder, water and tooth paste tights, begging for food (right

Dave and Atex). winning the ‘space out award' in Davis last year, rooming with Louis. Amaud’s and Rob’s fight against

Louis and me in which we had to barracade our door. Louis and the car's tape. “Marcie. this is it we don’t talk after

this". Louis' stick and fake lights. R.: I have been here for three years and it was great. I met many different types of

people and did lots of things f had never done before. 1 had my share of good days and bad days but all in all I would

say these three years have been a good learning experience.

Greg Gallagher

1985-1988

A. A.: Rille Club. Current Affairs Club. Investement Club. Davis House Committee, war games, staying out of trouble!!!

Gold medal in rifle club, making over $175.00 in bottles, not getting kicked out. never getting caught, keeping my single

and keeping it clean, compulsory study, passing Ghent. . Rooming with Greg last year. AMB.: To be rich and to have

fun. P.D.: To be collecting bottles for the rest of my life. W.: Girls, guns, going home, music, warm weather, sleep,

spares, food, and certain beverages and all other good things in life! U.M.: The afternoon spent in J s garage. November

break ’87 with Seager, war games. Station Beaute, Mike, J.F., J.P. and all those . . 'nice guys'. Laurie (yea Scott, how

much this weekend.’). Fri. Dec. 18, 1987 (no, 1 don't believe you), grad weekend, risky days and nights. Louis

Giguere, Qu'on se le d ise! . back in your room, one hour boy. think about it on Saturday, ask me after football practice,

nice attempt (English), give me that knife, lend me a magazine, night after Mixed Company, Newport '87 with Seager,

Stanstead Vice, finally getting my single, leaving frangais. falling asleep in history. Junior bac '87, My new advisor. My
little black book (MONEY $$), 303. Vinth’s B.Days, Davis raid on Colby '86 and the girls’ attempt of a raid, Davis

housemasters. R.: Not such a bad place except that if you screwed up. they will never forget you. Personally. I don't think

it was worth the money. But I had many good times. Not as strict as 1 thought it would be. Strict on some very stupid

rules though no matter how you look at it. Anyways . . . I'm gone.

A .A.: Senior football, senior basketball, softball. AMB.: Contractor and business manager. P.D.: Ski bum in Utah. W. Wak-
ing up earlv in the morning. Not getting hours. Being hungry because the food is yukie. U.M.: My first football games,

my first haircut, my Saturday nights in Pierce Hall. Trying to fall asleep early and wake up early. Breaking a Colby House-

window. Cory!!. Trying to wake up Modei early in the morning. R.: If it wasn't for these strict rules maybe I would have

enjoyed it better. With the exception of weekends the year passes very quickly. My own real complaint is with Marriott foods.

Luc Goineau
1987-1988

Louis Giguer
1986-1988

A. A.: House Prefect, Grad Committee. Swim team captain, 3 Bronze medals, aerobics, choir, soccer AMB.: Psychiatrist

or working for the U.N. P.D.: P.L.O. Leader or Khadafi's right hand man. a basket case. N.B.A. all star player, maybe

a blond Hell s Angel on wheels, maybe a Las Vegas show girl. W.: Billy Blois. U.M.: “Hey Sophie, we re in Africa.

My arms are killing but are you enjoying yourself?. I know he is fooling around with her in a hut he built in August.

"John, want to meet my sister?'', weekend at Mike's house. "Hi Warley”, try it in the stairs Maria. 19th of January

- 1 loved the cake, 'Love' trip to Ottawa, Aunt Bertha. Isn't the Lord Elgin the place where all the fags hang out?, Frustree

- maman viens me chercher. Every minute with Billy. P.M.S.. Marie-France’s blow up Irog. Danny Morgan s stories,

late night gossip with Jackie, wake-ups, Michael Wang's supposed party, party at Heather's during long weekend, down

by the tunnel, down by the river, catching minnows, trying to get into the infirmary to see Billy with Barry and John.

J.C.'s. throw mama off the train, I think 1 have a fever, 1987 grad weekend. I love you Billy Blois!!! R : A special thanks-

you to all my friends for making these school years bearable, and you all better come back next year or I 11 kill you! J.M..

M.F.L.. S.S.. J.W., S.P., C,d:. M.T.. M.M., M.L.. C.C.. I.L. , D.M. , J.D., B.A., A.B., J.L. and especially to my love.

Mireille Guindon
1986-1988
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A A House Prefect Football. Cross Country Skiing, Ride Club. Investment Club, war games. Current Affairs Club.

AMB.

:

To become a Psychiatrist. P.D.: Going to a Psychiatrist. W.

:

Tests, work (most types), girls, dying mtgs. watching

T.V., eating, weekends, parties, Mr. Aerosal, sleep. U.M.: Mr. Crest and Dr. Dentyne. Mrs. Butterworth, Aliens - 1 rn a

pillar, nice tackle Mike, junior bach, the river. Smurf, Rocko, grad - the taxi - Oh no, not here, J.C.'s. compulsory study,

late night R + C in 408, fights with Rob, Reggae parties, rooming with Ayman for a week and a halt, the girl s trying to

raid Davis, last day in June, not playing football. September 19. railroad with Billy and Glen, Bruce Bavaro, Foot, Toaster.

Phil’s kangaroo court, the Lantern, its coming, its coming, in the park on the second weekend. Vince s birthdays, Jory -

II 15 American Pizza with Iceman, Sundown, Maverick, Goose, Jester. Wolfman, rifle club breaks, Chez Gino Inquisi-

tion. getting lost with Vince. Liz and Rosalie, going to Sedberg. Who is this with bumps on her head?. Jay Peak pizza place

and Iceman, losing to . . .. propaganda signs, J.F.’s kangaroo court. Davis Mig Flyers, Glen and Jell au Voyageur Mr.

Aerosal Fan Club. F.

:

Last year I had tun but 1 did not work at all. This year 1 have decided to work and have had a better

time. Hope you guys make it and have fun out there in the “real world." “It was the best ol times, it was the worst of

times." - Charles Dickens.

Andrew Parker Hickey

1986-1988

A. A.: Senior Soccer, Senior Squash, alpine skiing. AMB.

:

To live happily and be successful in life. P.D.: Selling slush pup-

pies with Cory on a beach in Peru. W. . Krista, parties, the beach, skiing in Kitzbuhl. U. M.: Pierre, Luc. J.F. Dumas and I

at 3 a.m., fight with Cory, chez Gino inquisition, myself. Luc and Michel on pizza night. Bill banging on the door at 4 a.m.

.

Stephan getting caught. Luc falling off a drop while skiing, skiing with Gino and Pierre at Orlord. Cory getting a snow job.

nigh! of March 18. R.

:

Thousands of thanks to my Dad, Mom. Line and my sister for all the help and support. 1 love you

all!.

Francois Houle
1987-1988

A. A.

:

Successful journalist. President of the Investment Club during the year of the CRASH: Editor of the '88 spectrum.

Actor in school play, Finally being called a “stud" (when now I couldn't give a damn even though I would have killed lor u

only a year ago) and now 1 can't even understand love even though I've waited so long tor it ... I will someday, but some-

one has to teach me. Most importantly I'm the only true liberal left here at Stanstcad. We haven't disappeared yet though.

Being scarred for life in the eyes of a plastic conservative. A.

:

In chronological order: 1) Tenpas' or Battah's Business part-

ner. 2) A large daily's editor. 3) Minister of youth. 4) Minister of Finance and Justice. 5) Editor of the Stanstcad Journal.

P.D.

;

Undoubtedly, the editor of the Stanstead Journal and Andy's perpetual guardian angel, if I can fit it in. W.

:

Girls with

short black hair. U.M.; On Parliament Hill during the Ottawa trip, with Bruce, warming my hands in the Confederation

Flame listening to the bell toll nine times, wondering if the Mounties would arrest me, thinking about M.C.G. and chewing

in temperature sustainers. R.

:

To the journalists and biographers of the future. I just want you to know that whatever is

about to happen, either I'm releasing the record annual profits of my company or presenting new budget or being chosen as

Canada's most eligible bachelors, I knew that I’d succeed in lite. And that I d do it without sacrificing my morals or the in-

terest of Canada and the world. Best ofluck to you all. B.K. '88 To all of my good friends. Andrew Battah. Bruce Albers.

Sean Madden. Andrew Tenpas. Scott Gamache, Barry Martin and my chemistry buddy. Zora. Thanks for everything. I

couldn't want better friends than you all. Also, I'd like to thank Pierre Seager who was my first real acquaintance with the

Quebecois half of my bicultural nation. To the grade 1 2s. Bill Blois, Chuck Degrace, John Wilcox. J.F. Pricur, Eric

Lafreniere, Scott Campbell and Ken Sudo: GOOD LUCK!! Finally. I’d like to give a special apology to Andrew Battah.

Since he docs all the work in the SPECTRUM. 1 feel really bad to be listed as a SPECTRUM editor. He deserves all the

credit. Sorry Andy.

Bartholomew Kasowski

1982-1988

A. A . . Basketball, reading in English and French - 1 had not finished any books which are written in foreign languages before

coming here A.: To absorb many things. To live vividly. P. D.

:

I'll give myself up to dreaming and be satisfied. No. this is

ironic. Anyway I'll live the way I want to. W.: English!. V.M.: There are many unforgettable scenes in my head though. 1

have to not write them, because they will remain. I won't put them in paper. 1 like the moments when 1 accidently recollect

unforgettable happenings. R.

:

Once I wrote “any floor, but please on the western side of the hall . on a sheet of paper

which was asking about room changes. It was not written for the big rooms, but because I liked the sun rising and the land-

scape which the western window has. I like to look up to the sky. I like to smell the wind, also. I learned about “escaping

from reality " in English class though, I was surprised because 1 found it in myself. I forget to try to talk - I hate the impa-

tience which 1 feel when I speak English - and . . . but I think I will be able to change it. 1 am writing this tn March which

means that I have the time left. See you in June!.

Haruko Katsumata
1987-1988
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A. A.: Math competition. House Prefect. Canadian Tire Scholarship, Softball. Volleyball, Headmaster's list. AMB.: To be

a successful pediatrician. P.D.

:

Looking for the one I love and then travelling around the world with her. W. : I have never

learned to say ‘no’ when someone asks for something. U. M.: New students' race, my first room mate - Phil, my good friends

like - Alexis. Terrance, Maveda, Eman. Amy, Fanny, Winnie, Timmy, Walter, Wai, Cecilia, Nick, Greg, Phil, Andrew.
Bruce . . . etc. etc., had a meal in Colby with Maveda, Winnie and Eman, playing Ma Jong at 3:00 a.m. in the morning

and being discovered by Mr. Daly, Every single joke with the Chinese and Greg, Parties during the Christmas and Easter

breaks, eating at Mr. Ashworth's house in the U.S., ski day, snow-job, winter carnival. Maveda in her math exam, took

photos at Saturday, roller skate. R.

:

Two years in Stanstead and I enjoyed every minute of it. I'm glad that I can live in

Bugbee House with the juniors and can try a different style of house. I would like to say thanks to every teacher at Stanstead

for helping and teaching me.

David Kwok
1986-1988

A. A. : Ex-prefect, veg, hockey, softball, skiing, choir. AMB.: Orthopedist P.D.: Orthopedist W.

:

Lots U.M.

:

Last year

R.

:

Stanstead is good, the only thing I have against it is, that it makes it very hard to be away from someone you love,

Christina Brink. But in the end it is definitely worth it. Thanks to all the people that made it easier!

Michel Langelier

1984-1988

A. A.: Major ‘S' in Soccer, Team Captain and won M.V.P. Trophy for Soccer, Team Captain and won M.V.P. Trophy

for Soccer, Outing Club, Rifle Club. AMB.: Becoming a successful and determined lawyer. P.D.

:

Being a part of maintenance

crew for legal aid. W.

:

Economics, History, People making fun of my tiny French accent. U.M.: Shana and Terra abused

my ‘kiss me frog'. My recent fall at lunch in the dining hall followed by loud applause and embarrassment, A loud AMEN
after dinner. Room change!, Manon et Isabel nfont manque, avec toutes nos singeries de fannee 86-87, “I'm sorry I didn't

mean to" - Michelle continually apologizing, Michel's major sun burn. Shana. Michelle and I looking for my contact behind

the church, freezing my buns off in water rafting, Mr. Elliot flying off the boat for a quick swim, a party in Michelle’s

room with mony, mony, Shana's lip sing and singing, Anne - M.'s first day of squash, Cerisinette and her adventures,

the big chill, hungry eyes, trip to Saudi with Terra. Jackie invading our room, aaah!, fights with Billy Buddy who enjoyed

bugging me, writing poems for Jakie in detentions, weekends here./?.: I was here for two full years and it wasn't all easy,

but when 1 look back 1 see a lot of great experiences and friends who helped me through the good and bad ones. It is

now my turn to leave and I will not forget what Stanstead gave me and that is a good education and friends from different

places in the world. Let's keep in touch!!!.

Marie-France Latreille

1986-1988

A. A.: Theatre arts “I'm a man!". The SPECTRUM, rifle range. Outing Club. Debating Club, being the first on the squash

ladder, academic award, surviving my graduating year (although I'm only in March), And the best of all is going out with

Kevin and surviving the lonely nights here at Stanstead. AMB.: Making my parents the happiest and proudest people on

this side of the Earth. P.D.: Bare-foot and pregnant with three kids. W.: Kevin, red hair dye, ice cream, talking during

study, day dreaming, beautiful winter days, roses and teddy bears!! U.M.: Liz's loves “But Mimi I can't do it” “You
have to break off with him if you don't like him anymore!” 1987 and 1988. “I'm impressed Nat, really!, Valentine's Day
1987 and 1988, Lucy and Melodie’s younger men, “so who are you going to molest before the end of the year," KT's

peanut butter, “No! Liz you couldn't have done that while I was gone!”, talking to KT and understanding and feeling

what she meant, Ms. Tremblay's office, “Let's go attack Michelle for the mail!”, partying in Melodie and Lucy's room
R.

:

Well private school is a great place to make great friends. I shall never forget the great times I’ve had with my friends

even though I'd like to forget about the lonely times and the unanswered questions. The good times will always outweigh

the bad times and I'd like to thank Liz. Katie. Melodie. Lucy, and Akua for having made these moments possible. I'll

always remember you guys and hopefully distance will not break us apart.
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A. A.; Winner of the New Students' Race, Folk Club, Basketball, Soccer, Rugby, helper with the Animation Committee,

Learning to ski without hurting myself or anyone else, Russia trip. AMB.

:

To be a happy sheep raiser in Scotland while

being a very successful record producer and owning my own label. Oh yes, and to finally make some points in a basketball

game. P.D.: To be Jeff & Andrews #1 “groupie” and sweeping up after concerts at the Forum. W. : Tanned bodies, rugby

players, rugby, musicians (basssists especially), black clothes, leather, suede tasseled jackets, J.J., My buddy Andrew G..

volleyball with the mooseheads. U.M.: First day of school eating donuts out of the garbage can with Amy, learning to

sing in Chinese, the weekend of Nov. 12 with Katie and Lucy, at the Peel with McBets and then sleeping in Windsor Sta-

tion, the time I mysteriously burned a hole in my kilt in the graveyard, fooling around with the T.W.D. s, the C.T.O.

(Colby terrorist Organization), rooming with Katie with her morning, lunch and night antics, shoving down the pizza while

listening to Christmas carols with Katie before the exams, Christmas in India, supper at Anne's on my birthday, kangaroo

court and the aftermath, basketball and soccer with Maria, For now, good-bye to Maria, Katie. Lucy, Mel, Akua, Daria,

Stef Liz Mimi. Michelle, Shana, James, Marcus. Doug. Ray (La Bamba), the weekend of Feb. 13 & 14, one of the better

weekends of my life. A real ego booster. Thanks Jeff, you’re great. R.

:

What is great about this whole experience is that

it has brought me to realize how much 1 love my parents and if I hadn't come here I would still feel I didn't really need

them. I have also done a lot of growing up in the last few months and coming to Stanstead will always be a big point in

A. A.

:

Not getting caught smoking in 1988, finding my soul sister. The Swim team. Camera Club & getting one year closer

to graduating. AMB.

:

To go through life in a dream-like state avoiding exertion or. to be a nuclear physist. P.D . . Becoming

a Hindu and living forever, in all forms. W.: Two sweethearts (alias Liz & Mimi), K.T., Majella, being petted, getting

back rubs, and talking in bed with Slucy, nocturnal animals that hang upside down, Y.S.L.’s (menthol), my 'love Mrs.

Edgar button. U.M.

:

Metropolis with Akua/ Metropolis with Lucy, being suspended and finding oul what really goes on

in the kitchen, It's all sexual - Freud's really cool theory that 1 can dig, Ben la la, duh George, underneath the stairs, red

light, green light with Sophie P. in the park, rapping in the loo with Cory, Akua, Lucy, and I, renting a table in Basha's

in February, Carola coming down for February break. Grand Central Station being our room, flying to Saudi with my
Saudi buddy Maria Torns. February 16th the day I found out that Lucy and KT were my secret admirers, Trenton coming

to Stanstead to share the joy, 2 lovesick girls after 2 oblivious boys. Akua, Liz, and Mimi - co-livers of our room, meeting

Ansa, attempted suicide in the tuck shop. Sophie and I at the Sphinx, the ultimate time. R.

:

As a Hindu, it is my belief

that what is, was and what was will be again. This frightens me as I couldn't bear to know that 1 must go through high

school all over again, once is enough! Onto bigger and better! Academically I’ve had to grit my teeth to go through the

tests, assignments and such. Socially, us Hindus say with our funny accent “I’ve lived 1000 lives & made a 1000 friends"

Wherever I go and whatever I’m doing (which is usually nothing) my friends & the crazy, wonderful, sometimes sad things

we've experienced together will carry me through any rough times 1 plan on having. I love you: Akua. Lucy (vice versa),

Liz, Mimi, KT. Daria, Cory, Sophie, and my darling brother Trent.

A. A.: Football, Hockey manager, doing nothing. Being the first television man that works on 37 847 Mz., Playing com-

puter games that my father did not make! ! ! , Reaching my highest peak in boredom. AMB.

:

Being the first fachist govern-

ment leader of Canada, N.A.S.A. space cadet, Stanstead College psychiatrist. P.D.: Farmer in Jamaica, Sit in an office

with a pen and paper and nothing to do. Brain surgeon. The best pharmacist in town. W. Dirty socks, The Kaleidoscope

eye girl, radioactive arm pits. D.S.A., De la pelouse, Sado masochism, sushi fobia, missies, institution ophnbia, shooting

fireworks at Louis, Taco salads. U.M.: Jill Wong and the "dangereux" corner. The think pink cereal box on four wheels,

LOOME. scoot scooter Scott, “plastic” Sudo, 2:30 day 3, The Great Escape, Major Tom, The Kremlin, The Model, La

televioletle, Z.A.V.. ten-sass. Sophie, 50 hours of slavery, a piece of Amsterdam mail, vantage “Charlie”, Fun at the

bench. The freedom of living 2000 miles from your family, (just joking), Madame! vous avez des belles .... Lumberjack

Joe is the best, a tap on the shoulder (Bill), Pierre and the new 256th Panzer Division. R.

:

My two years at Stanstead

College have taught many things. It taught me mathematics, better French, and many other subjects. It also taught me
to think twice before doing something and to be a wolf in sheep clothing.

Christian Mongrain
1986-1988

my life. Be prepared. I'm coming back.

Melodie Dawn Martin

1986-1988

Rebecca Lewis

1987-1988

AMB.: Orthodontist. P.D.: Room 202 compulsory study. W.: Spending money, butter roles, collect calls, Barry. U.M.:

P.M.S., late night gossip sessions with Terra, wake-ups, “Mike I don't speak French!”, my marriage to J.F.. A- in physics,

play-fighting with Billy, Sunnyside, laying down in J.P.'s taxi,! Asui' kicking Marie-France oul other bedroom. Economics

class, Maria’s practical jokes, two hour trips to Ottawa with Taib, “Mike, you tell me how. I’ll tell you when”, mooning

Miss Morel by mistake, eight hours in one weekend, "Hey Jory, there is a sale”, my first illegal shirt, the ‘bench’, challenge

of rooming with Cory, Peel Pub with Eric, John and Glen, All the time I spent with John, late night math sessions with

Stephanie, late night talks with Sophie, rooming with Sophie, good times with Charlie, my 'ons and offs' with Barry, driv-

ing with Cory and dumping Luc and Barry on the highway, O.J. with Kim.

Jacqueline Morphy
1987-1988
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A.A.: Headmaster’s List, Great Distinction, Clubs, sleeping, graduating and being able to eat a dozen brownies at one
sitting. A. : Pharmacist and to be rich, happy and in love. P.D.

:

To be in a padded cell wearing the latest in buckle-back
suits, (maybe in a nice plaid?). W.: I have no weaknesses, I just mess up to make others feel better. U.M.

:

Week 'O’
confinement. "Did you say 'Stomatize' me?”, the Mrs. Edgar wars, putt, putt, p, p, p, - in the park with Sophia and
Daria. It's all Freudian, ice water rafting in Washington with Daria, honk if you love being popular. Daria, Daria, Bo
Baria Banana Fana Fo Faria Fe Fi Fo Faria Daria. Squid, Ode to fish to the tune of La Bamba, You've gotta fight for

your right to parsley, speech impediments with Mel, Party slug with Lucy (1 1 o’clock death), weekend with Maria - "What
do you mean we haven't got enough money to eat?”, Valentine letters to Mel, Weekend with Ginny, rooming with Soph,
food inhalation, birthday with Mimi, (thanks), "I am here and I stick my tongue out to all who oppose me”. R.

:

I can't

say my two years at Stanstead were wonderful, but they did teach me a lot - How to live away from home without going
nuts, strange math, theorems, as well as inequality, bigotry, lack of free will - but even with that, I did it. I got through
and I'm going to graduate. To my teachers, thanks, daria mimi sophie maria jory lucy skell obielos - you are swell people.

I’ll miss you!!

Katie Newsom
1986-1988

A. A.: Football. Senior ‘S' in ’86, Major in ’87, Hockey, Track and Field (discus and shot). Photo Club. Making voluntary

study twice. AMB.: To become an all-pro tight-end for the Cincinnati Bengals. and to enter the NFL Hall of Fame for

most career yard receiving. P.D.

:

Spending a three year career as a third string half-back for some useless team like

"Washington”, breaking both knees and then sitting down as an English teacher somewhere. W.: Monday Night Football,

B. U. vs Queen's games, weekend leaves, Superbowt Sundays, "Rocks”. U.M.: Grade nine play, night-long conversations

with Thierry about the "faults of society”, steam show at Sunnyside with Cathy (Kitty), Mongrain’s appetizing meal at

Steve's, Chok - F.M. with Pierre. Chris and Chris. Topol and Pepto-Bismol advertizing, Quebec City trip evening with
Bruce at the "Merry Saloon”, watching the tele violette with Pierre and Luc, listening to Eiffel Power at the Del, the

ambiguity of the Ottawa trip, scoring my first touchdown, war games at the pits, grade ten History class with Modei, getting

the axe, my first real lesson in realizing how dangerous innocence can be, Chez Pare with Glen, boing boom tchack. year-

book camp with Andy, Hier les enfants dansaient, taco-salad at Wendy's, la toilette du DelMonte. March 6, ’87 R.

:

Attend-

ing Stanstead, while not the best thing that ever happened to me, brought on the birth of many permanent friendships and
ideas. In a way Stanstead College taught me how people on the other side of the wall react. Now 1 can go about knowing
what to expect from who. Academically there could not have been a better place for me. Socially, there most certainly

could have. I take with me my memories and ambitions and much knowledge. Fortunately I endured, and didn't have to

cross the bar. "On va se souvenir.”

Billy Panagoulakis

1985-1988

A. A.

:

Sleeping, getting M.E. ’s* skipping sports. AMB.

:

To get into medical School. P.D.

:

Robbing pharmacies while waiting

for my welfare cheque. W. . Lune’s gifts, Sophie's winters, going skiing, two for a buck, pink caps, chocolate. U.M.: Tea
with Melodie, revolution #9. the staff room, going to Montreal instead of Ottawa, the park when Mr. G. came along,
the Old Munich with Sophie. Lacrosse players - Newport. "Were you just at the Chinese restaurant?” attempts to pass

Davis doors, "Soph, where's your coat?”. Washington, D.C., Seattle. Tri-cities, trip on train with Katie, Moon Palace,

"Girls, listen to meee girls, this is a house meeting”, to Katie - great trip to Quebec in grade 10, four hours and almost
a broke knuckle, rooming with Katie, “you are hanging around with Scums and therefore you are scums”.

Daria Pereg

1986-1988

A. A.: Made the Headmaster’s list me, who was on compulsory almost all of last year. Found the best boy friend ever

(and intends to do anything to keep him happy and healthy!). AMB.: To finally quit my bad habits, which I finally did,

and then become famous and wealthy in the finance and economic world. Through all this I want to remain myself. P.D.:
Any of the following: In a psychiatric hospital, a housewife, marrying Scooter and the house of our dreams, one of Chris'

followers in his fascist party, but most likely to marry Charles DeGrace and live happy till death. W.: The guys little presents,

Charlie, Charlie, Charlie, money, ice, snow, food, parties, the bridge with my Charlie, sunny days, satin, cars. U.M.:
All of the campfire parties with Ken. Mike W.. Scooter, Stef C.. Marie and myself, my birthday with Davda and my birth-

day 88. the staff room, the stairwell and my room, "No don't come near her Scott” - said Chicko . . ., Roy, "Where’s
my passport?”, "you mean it was fun!”, Charlie at my house for the Feb. 88 break ... I love you. Underground Colby
. . .. Melodie in the park and our games. K.T. and Daria and the car that went up and down the hill, Terra - "Who am
I?”, reply - "Mrs Abrioux?”, "Mrs. Edgar?” - her answer "Noo . . Mr. Ashworth”. John, Charlie, Billy, Andrew,
Eric - La at La Lanterne!, Canadian Tire and Petro Canada. Westmount. Chris and his famous T.V. shows, Barryyy .

. . Oh, spuds, and all the other crazy things. Colby house with Mrs. Edgar. R.

:

Thanks Mom and Dad. Thank you to

all the wonderful teachers who lived through good and bad times with me! To my friends - I love you all - keep in touch,

call or write. Do not forget anything that might have happened or did happen. I hope to see you all again and again, Thank
you. Stanstead was to me the best place I could ever go to. I agree that is is not always wonderful but everywhere you
are going to go in life you will always find or have unpleasant moments and the best thing to do is to accept them as they

come. To the most wonderful guy I have ever encountered - all of my love is sent on a dove, Charlie, thank you for everything

you did for me. you are unique and I admire your patience! Forever, Sophie.
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A. A.: Major ‘S' in Cross-country running, major ‘S’ in swimming, track, house prefect, animation committee, grad com-

mittee choir Investment Club, current affairs club, life guard, surviving Stanstead. AMB.: To own and run a summer

and winter resort. P.D.: Headmaster at Stanstead College. W.

:

Tests, food, Zoe, skiing, jogging on a sunny day nightly

beats on the junior boys. U.M.

:

“Meeting Zoe", beatings on Greg, long talks with Andrew about girls, example “Cindy .

going out for pizza every weekend with Zoe. long talks with Bill the Watchman, going to Gaspe for the cross-country

provincials, Ottawa in grade 10, drinking with Dogbreath, getting in arguements with Rob H., telling Greg to clean his

side of the room, swim team 87-88. All the friends I've made at Stanstead, Zoe, Andrew, Greg, Scott. Katherine, Dogbreath.

Tina. Bruce the Moose, you guys are great R. : Stanstead has been great to me. It’s helped me to share, live with others,

and most important it has taught me how not to judge people. I’ve found out who I was as a person here but I ve yet to

find out what I’m capable of doing. Stanstead is an easy place to lose the touch of reality. I was one of the lucky ones.

Looking forward to the next year in grade 12.

Philip Renaud
1985-1988

A.A.: Soccer. Tae-Kwon-Do. Computer Club. Cross-Country Skiing. Alpine Skiing. Water Skiing. Pool. AMB. To become

either a doctor or a space computer engineer or a writer. P.D . . A hustler at the Del. W.: Pool, blonds, arcade games,

money, nilla wafers, AD&D. root beer. U.M.

:

Soccer tournament (Annex), poser smoker, buzzcase! . Jeti W. and toothpicks

at Staceys', closet drinker. Julie, Chris, Stacey, at SSP. Jory and bomb in Quebec City, eating Italian with Alex in Ottawa

seat falling off at Burger King, going to sleep in a bank, sleeping in Sedberg (for x-country skiing), fake l.D. contest with

Jory, fighting with Desy, does Zora look like Hickey?, argument with Steve M. about pillow, kicking the door in Bughee.

Joe the Brit, the bottle with Griff, room fight with Jory hiding all possessions. Chris Monveg (heh, heh)!!, laughing in

English class for half an hour with Scott and Jory, fight back Greg!!!. R.

:

This is not my Iasi year - I have grade 12 lelt.

So far my stay has been good, not great - but how many people have had the perfect high-school experience? I have learned

a lot both academically and socially and my stay has progressed and I look back upon each consecutive year with increasing

fondness, I realize that I am looking forward to grade 12 at Stanstead.

Nicholas Saparoff

1983-1988

A. A.: Rifle club - sharpshooter and gold medalist. Investment Club, Current Affairs Club AMB.: To be Chairman of a

large automobile company and have all the cars I want. P.D.: Dictator, banker and owner ot the Peel Pub. W.. Europe,

windsurfing, skiing, Winston, lots of ladies, the MG-42, Scirocco 16 valves. U.M.

:

Compulsory study, regular study, academic

honours C Mongrain and the whole Waffen S.S., Supper at the Duncan’s. Bill on Basilios, Chartol, see you in Guadeloupe.

J. Anick, L. Goineau. la couette, Mr. T. and Mr. Arid XXX group - il will never be dissolved, just brain damaged^ my

friends: Sophie D.. Catherine, Sophie P.. Bart, Bruce. Jory. Andrew1

.
Michael, Scott. Ken, J.F.D.. Francois. Louis. "I'm

a tactician, you're a Davis destroyer", Woodstock Festival, Capt. Howard’s very effecient censorships. R.

:

"Where are

we?, I don't know but I had a good time", Stanstead is a good place to get straightened out. I need to thank my parents,

my advisor and all my teachers, especially the teachers for this missionary artitude. I made great friendships.

Pierre Seager

1986-1988

A. A.: soccer, swimming, basketball, tennis, voice, piano, skiing, won a Major ‘S’ in soccer AMB.

:

A rock star on ‘Star

Search’. P.D.

:

Being poor and borrowing money from my two sisters. W.: Comics, a zit, Frankie Baeker. money. U.M.:

Jeremy . . . Jeremy . . . Jeremy, prom night in May. 1987. sleeping under the stars. U2 - October . a man in [he dining

hall spilling milk all over my skirt, M-F-L's French frog, sliding down Arena Hill. M-F-L falling off the seasaw. seeing

a skunk, Marie-France and her lamp, room change, Ice House in Burlington Feb. 14. 1988, water skiing with Jeremy

in the summer of 87. going to Cape Code and catching the biggest fish ever, Bennington, Vermont, summer of 87. my

sister and Shawn showing me a good time in Canada, Starship "Nothing's gonna stop us now . Terra and Marie-Francc

having a pillow fight. Jackie coming in and asking me her major question. "Are you finished your French homework. ,

Marie-France falling in the dining hall. R.

:

1 have learned throughout life to do my best and to treat others the best 1 can

for we never know what could happen tomorrow.

Shana Lynn Simonds

1987-1988
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A. A.

:

Cross-country running, squash, cross-country skiing A.

:

To be a pilot/ mathematician/ computer programmer P.D.

:

Noodle seller at Stanstead (Davis House) W.: Food, snooker, girls U.M.: Room with Hickey, Smoke bombs with Joel,

“You are a nice girl. MFB”, doing the science fair with Modei A., Also some friends I won't forget: Modei, Andrew H.,

Shana, Marie-France B., Ann-Marie B. , Joel S., Roy C. etc. R.

:

I like this school, they have a good Academic program and
good teachers, with the exception of teachers who like to keep on the students.

Michael To
1985-1988

A. A.

:

Senior Hockey Team, Senior Soccer Team. A.

:

To become some type of Lawyer. P.D.

:

Beach bum in Jamaica. W.

:

Waking up Monday; passing Economics; being noticed in French class. U.M.

:

Playing so much on the hockey team, Davis

House initiation, the way I broke my ski pole at Owl’s Head; J.F. , Frank and i at my house. R.

;

This school isn't too bad but

the tuition costs are ridiculous.

A. A.: Soccer, track and Field, House Committee, SPECTRUM, choir, downhill skiing. A.: To be a psychologist. P.D.

:

Full time resident of St. Jean de Dieu. W.: Talking and laughing. U.M.; My three year roommate Stephanie Chewy (the

Chinese Monkey), The Indian Odie, the Mexican fish, junior backs 85-88, toilet paper bombs out my window, all the times

by the river, especially the time we decided to play cards (remember Renee?), the Greek, otherwise known as GT. Beaver.
Rachel, Wafless, Amy, Allie, Ann-Marie and Michelle, staying up until 3am. . the telescope, pigging out at Keri’s on Satur-

days, the various all-nighters, the fire alarm at 2am; Steph continuously saying “I saw kangaroo”, Dave W’s laugh. R. :

Although the four years at Stanstead were not always easy, they have taught me many precious things and have also created

some extremely valuable memories that will never be forgotten. I would like to extend my thanks to all my friends for

everything they have done for me, and especially for being there the many times that would have been impossible without

them.

Kim Woodstock
1984-1988

A. A.: Football, basketball. Investment Club. A.: Criminal lawyer P.D.

:

A criminal or a dancer. W. . Chocolate ice cream,

sass. going to Modei's room, being short. House Directors and Assistants, hours (thank you Mr. T. for caring) U.M.

:

Drinking coke at the Peel Pub. Modei's helping me develop my problems into bigger problems, singing nasty for Bruce,

The Oasis Lounge with Scott, Sassing a certain girl with Bart in Chemistry class even though Bart had certain feelings about

her - as he does with several girls, Nick and I leaving school for town so that we could return to school again; “Shut up

Modei” - pizzeria (I will cherish that one), 4:0Gam with my lock - remember that Frank, getting a 1 on room inspection,

McBig Mac. R.

:

One thing I have learned is that you shouldn't take Stanstead seriously - it's only a school. I would like to

thank all my teachers for putting up with me, my uncle and aunt for providing me with a place to stay and to my parents for

sending me here.
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RETIRING AND DEPARTING STAFF MEMBERS

Mr. Roy Peirce will leave the faculty at the end of the current academic year.

His well deserved retirement in June of 1988 will mark the end of nineteen years

of outstanding service to Stanstead College.

Mr. Peirce’s college education took him to Acadia University (as both a

student and teacher). Bishop’s University and Concordia. From Bishop's he receiv-

ed a Bachelor of Theology Degree and a Bachelor of Arts Degree in sociology

and earned his Education Degree at Concordia.

Prior to coming to Stanstead he had a rather colourful career and enjoyed a

number of stops around the world along the way. As a Chaplain with the Cana-

dian Armed Forces he worked with the Black Watch Regiment in Nova Scotia

for five years, was Chaplain of the base at Val Cartier, Quebec, went to Korea

in 1951-1952 and served in post war Germany from 1959-1962. As an Anglican

Minister he served in Quebec City, worked in Lac St. Jean as a missionary in

the north and upon coming to Stanstead in the fall of 1962 became the Minister

of Christ Church, the Anglican church in Stanstead.

Mr. Peirce joined the faculty at the college in the fall of 1969. During the nine-

teen years he has been here he has been the Director of Academics, Senior Depart-

ment Head, Head of the Humanities Department and has taught English, North

American Literature and Sociology. He has also run a theatre arts programme

for interested students and has been in charge of drama for most of his career

at the school where he has produced and directed a variety of plays. For several

years he also organized the publication of the “Spectrum”, the school yearbook.

His training in the ministry has served him well because his greatest strength

over the years has been his ability to relate to young people (students and staff)

and to retain his own youth. I was often amused by the students when Mr. Peirce

and his son, Mike were both on the staff at Stanstead. When a student was told

he/ she should see Mr. Peirce about something the student many times asked,

“Which one, old Mr. Peirce or young Mr. Peirce?” For many of us it was some-

times hard to tell because of “old” Mr. Peirce’s quiet sense of humour and the

devilish twinkle in his eye. The combination of his training and the man himself

has made it possible for him to communicate so effectively at all levels and no

teacher or professional in education could ask for more than that.

With the exception of any travelling he and Mrs. Peirce have planned, Mr.

Peirce won’t be far away as his home is just a two minute walk from the school.

What travelling he does is bound to include visiting his four children (two daughters

and two sons) and, at last count, seven grandchildren. Karen has three children

and is a doctor in Palgrave, Ontario and Heather is a nurse living with her hus-

band and two children in Saudi Arabia. Tony and Michael both graduated from

the college. Tony is a biochemist in Montreal and has one child while Mike has

a daughter and lives with his family at Appleby College in Oakville, Ontario.

On behalf of the teachers and students who have had the good fortune to work

with Mr. Peirce, I would like to thank him for all the help and guidance he has

so willingly provided over the years and wish him well in his retirement. Best

of luck.

Brian Denney
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Joan

Peirce

At the end of this school year, Mrs. Peirce retires. The school office will never

be the same again, because Joan has been more than a secretary: she has been a

key player in the school’s administration. Joan has worked for four Headmasters
- Raymond Lester, Tom Russell, Jeremy Riley and myself - and all have received

outstanding service and dedication. But also, we have had the pleasure of working
with somebody who inspires absolute confidence in everything she does.

Parents, Alumni, students, faculty and trustees have all relied on Joan’s intimate

knowledge of the school and the people associated with it. For most people new
to the school, Joan is the first person they contact and fortunately they have always

been able to rely on her good advice and willingness to help, which has invariably

been given with grace and compassion. Headmasters especially, know this and come
to rely on it.

Joan came to Stanstead in 1962 when Roy became Pastor of Christ Church. In

1968 she began work at the school and it has been very much a family affair. Roy
joined the Faculty in 1969 and their sons Tony and Michael graduated from Stanstead.

Michael returned as a teacher, housemaster and director of admissions, where he

had the opportunity to work with (or for?) his mother on admissions and student

records. Throughout these busy twenty years, Joan has also continued to be heavily

involved with community and church work.

In these twenty years Joan has seen immense changes in the school and has pro-

vided a strong degree of continuity in the school office. Headmasters have come
and gone, the student body has changed dramatically, buildings and facilities have

changed, teachers have come and gone and in some classes have returned again.

Through all of this Joan has been a calm, knowledgeable source of information and

good counsel. Wisdom says that nobody is indispensable, but Joan will leave a big

void when she retires. I will miss her strong common sense and good advice, her

awsome effeciency, but above all, I will miss her loyalty and dedication to the school.

Joan and Roy own a house in Stanstead so we will continue to enjoy their com-
pany when they are not travelling. I am sure Joan will continue to be busy in local

community functions when her grandmothering duties permit. I know that everybody

in the Stanstead community joins with me in extending very best wishes to Joan

on her retirement and also hearty thanks for her contribution of the past twenty years

to the well-being of Stanstead College.

Barry Gallant, Headmaster.

Ernie

Mr. Ernie Smith joined us, to teach Senior Physics, in August and Dr. Ernest

Smith is leaving in June. Congratulations Ernie, many people take the courses but

few have the determination to complete their degree. Ernie completed his degree

because he believes that if something has to be done then it must be done now. This

attitude was reflected in his directorship of Davis House. Should an unfortunate stu-

dent of Davis accidentally transgress a rule, then the roof fell on him before he even

realized that a misdemeanor has been committed.

Ernie brought freshness, enthusiasm and a sense of humour all of which rapidly

gained the respect of the students. We shall miss him in the House, in the labs and

in the sports program where his experience was appreciated in basketball and soft ball

.

We not only loose Ernie but also his wife Debbie, who has been a great help tutoring

Mathematics. Like many before them Ernie, Debbie and their two children Wendy
and Kevin are taking off for Ontario, where Ernie is going to teach at Trinity College.

Thank you for a job well done. We wish you all every success in the future.

Tony Eveleigh.

Smith
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Phil

Wood Phil Wood has been the Business Manager at the College since 1974, and will

be retiring this June for a well deserved rest. Some of the more significant changes

that have occurred during his tenure at S.W.C. where the decisions to operate in-

dependently with no government financial assistance; to become coeducational again;

to install a bi-energy heating system; and to replace the old cottage by a new semi-

detached staff residence.

Phil has carried out his duties in a quiet, friendly and effective manner and will

be missed by all those with whom he has had contact including the Board of Trustees,

the Alumni, the Faculty and Staff.

As the owner of a 300 acre farm just outside Stanstead where he attends to 145

Hereford beef cattle, the appellation of “gentleman farmer" would not be descrip-

tive of his prime future interest. This is evident because of his community involve-

ment as the Mayor of the municipality of Ogden, a Director ot the Townshippers

Association, Secretary-Treasurer of the Stanstead Ambulance Service, etc., all of

which will undoubtedly continue to demand his attention.

Best wishes are extended to Phil and his wife Betty for many years of good health

and continued happiness together with their four children and six grandchildren.

Ms Cheryl Tweedie will be leaving the teaching faculty this June after three years

of dedicated service to the school.

Prior to Stanstead, Ms Tweedie graduated from Queen’s University with her

Bachelor of Arts/ Bachelor of Physical Health and Education Degree in 1983 and

took the job as the manager of a fitness club in Ottawa for the next year. In the

fall of 1984 she returned to Queen’s for her Education Degree and came to Stanstead

to begin her teaching career in 1985.

Since coming to Stanstead she has been totally immersed in the life of the school.

She has taught Geography, Physical Education and Health Education and, while facul-

ty are required to coach no more than two out of the three terms, she has coached

all three terms for each of the three years she has been here. She also has been the

Assistant Director of the Colby girls residence and has run a fitness club in the even-

ings both for students and people in the community.

Ms Tweedie has some key qualities which have helped her to develop into an ex-

cellent teacher. In the first place, she relates very well to the students and can iden-

tify and discuss easily many of the problems that today’s youth have to face. Secondly

is her ability to motivate the students to do well both in and outside the classroom.

The third plus is the example she sets. Since the school returned to the co-ed status

in 1979, she has been the only woman physical education major to be hired. She

is dedicated to health and fitness and truly practices what she preaches. This has

been an inspiration not only for many of the girls but for other students and many

adults as well. She has always been popular with the students and they will miss her.

To further her career as a physical educator she is moving to The Bethany Hill

School, a private girls school near Peterborough, Ontario where she will continue

to teach Physical Education and Geography and direct the athletic programme. I

want to thank her on behalf of the entire school community for her contributions

to Stanstead and wish her all the best both in her new job and in the years to come.

Good luck.

Cheryl

Tweedie

Brian Denney
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After six years with us Miss. Patty Carleton is leaving Stanstead. When she arriv-

ed, fresh from the University of Waterloo, it was difficult to realize that she was

new to the classroom. Only when she was asked to coach soccer was there any sign

of trepidation. That now seems rather amusing since she has become a most effi-

cient and successful coach of the Senior Girls Soccer and is the person other coaches

turn to for ideas on training and game strategies. This is typical of Miss. Carleton,

if a job has to be done then it has to be done well.

The Math. Department will not be the same with out her. The students of grade

seven and eight not only had the benefit of Miss. Carleton’s mathematics but also

enjoyed here enthusiasm when teaching Logo and Graphics. In this area her exper-

tise was appreciated by students and staff alike. The advanced grade ten, the Func-

tions and the Statistics students will miss her patience, her thoroughness and her

willingness to give of her time to help those in need.

At one stage Miss. Carleton was doing duty in Colby and Bugbee and then, to

every ones delight, she became the Assistant House Director of Bugbee. Since then

the life of many junior boys has been much easier. It was not that they could get

away with things, but there was someone they could go to when home seemed a

long way off, and there was a shoulder to cry on and lots of encouragement to be had.

The Stanstead Ski team and the Eastern Townships will sadly miss the skill that

Miss. Carleton has acquired in organizing races. Her expertise at recording has been

a tremendous help. Patty can be relied on to have the correct results long before

the computer. The enthusiasm, encouragement and cheerfulness that Miss. Carleton

has brought to the program has helped students perform beyond their expectations.

Helping with play costumes, baking birthday cakes, taking students to Magog for

ski equipment and going with students to Immigration when they have problems

are just a few of the extras she so willingly performed.

Thank you Patty for the dedication you have given to the College. We wish you

every success in the future and hope the world treats you as well as you have treated

us.

Patty

Carleton

Tony. Eveleigh.

Marc

Shefler

Marc Shefler arrived as a single man straight from the Education department of

Bishop’s University. He is now leaving us as a married man who is a mature and

dedicated teacher.

Mr. Shefler has taught grade twelve Biology, Ecology to grade seven. Chemistry

to grades eight and ten and Math, to grades nine and ten. In all his teaching Marc
relates his courses to what is happening outside the classroom. It is thanks to his

efforts that student have been able to visit hospitals, chemical plants, plastics fac-

tories and a great many more. When it was not possible to take students out then

he would endeavor to bring experts in. Marc is never satisfied with teaching the

same way, instead he constantly is looking for new and better ways to interest and

educate his students. Marc brings to the classroom a refreshing hands on approach

and is a teacher with a great sense of purpose.

As well as teaching, Marc has coached the Junior Soccer team and the Squash

team. Again his desire to see improvement has been well reflected in the results

produced by his teams. The same dedication is evident in Marc’s work with the

Camera club. Under his supervision cameras were every where and the results

displayed around the school or in the Spectrum were most pleasing.

Underneath all this apparent seriousness is a man with a great sense of fun and

a very talented musician. It is always a pleasure to hear him perform in the Variety

Show.
Marc and his wife Anne are going to Montreal where Marc will be teaching at

L.C.C. and both of them will be able to attend courses at the universities without

having to spend hours on the road.

Marc and Anne we wish you both every success in the future. It has been a pleasure

to have you with us and we only wish you stay could have been longer.

Tony. Eveleigh.
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PATRONS
EDDIE AND JUNE BATTAH

BERNARDA FARM

JACQUES BREAULT

CANTOL LIMITED

CHEZ MIMI

MR. AND MRS. K.J. MACLAGGAN

DR. E.N. MERCER

PETER MICKIE

A. PANAGOULAKIS

SARAH A. STEVENSON

TORRINGTON LTD.

WATSON BROS. LTD.

A.R. WILSON LTEE.

THE ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
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FELICITATIONS AUX FINISSANTS

DE L’ANNEE 1988

TEL.: (514) 658-4368

Telex: 05-267490

FAX NO.: (514) 658-6434
In watts
U.S.A.: 1 (800) 361-3642

Andre Viens
President

Canada - U S A. Transit Yard

Inside storage available

Canada - U.S.A.

Custom Bounded Carrier

2130, boul. Industrie!, Chambly, P.Q. J3L 4V2

GOOD LUCK

TO

THE GRADUATES

WITH

THE COMPLIMENTS OF

SALON RAYMOND
Church Street Rock Island

876-5711

CONGRATULATIONS FROM

Au Bon Marche

45 King W.
Sherbrooke, Quebec.

CLOTHING, FABRICS, HOUSEWARES

SPa/oti de PBeaiite
Appointments 876-5671

UNISEX
Professional Hairdresser

Laureen MacLure

16 Daly- Stanstead, Que.

LAUREEN
JCCL-CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCUUCUCCCCCCCCCCCCCCLCCUCCCCCCCUOU
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For the finest in photography

DUPONT PHOTO
STUDIO and LAB. REG’D

3rancine 2>,uponf
Master Photographer

Tei 1 -819 -876-2495

Commercial, Wedding, Aerial,

Industrial, Portrait, Advertising

graphic design

color printing.

Low cost — Low run

25, Boul Notre-Dame, Rock-Island (Quebec)

COMPLIMENTS

OF
Local

et longue

and long

Completement Assure

Fully Insured

Distance

JP TAXI
Tel: 876-5555

J.P. Fournier prop. Stanstead. Que.

THANK-YOU
FOR

YOUR PATRONAGE

Our primary goal is to work in close cooperation with our clients

and to progress with them from possible obstacles to successful projected

innovations. In short, we aim to keep ahead, or at the very least

abreast, of the many changes in the world of business.

An integral part of

RAYMOND, CHABOT,
MARTIN, PARfi

Chartered accountants

455, rue King Ouest, bureau 500
Sherbrooke (Quebec)

J1H 6G4
T6I.: (819) 822-4000

Fax: (819) 821-3640

BELANGER
HEBERT

Our services:

• Audit and Accounting
• Taxation

• Small Businesses
• Financial Consulting

• Computer Consulting

• Human Resources Consulting

• Marketing
• Trustees in Insolvency

Offices in more than 50 cities in Quebec, Ottawa and in Europe
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BEST WISHES TO THE GRADUATES

FROM

THE STANSTEAD COLLEGE

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

OFFICERS

Peter Wynne (’71) President

Tracey Emms (’82) Vice-President

John Stronach (’72) Vice-President

Stephen Elder (’79) Past President

Bruce Cappell (’70) Secretary

Martin Kojoian (’82) Treasurer

Gordon McGilton (’49)* Legal Counsel

DIRECTORS

Georges Beaubien (’67)*

Steve Dizgun (’79)

Philippe Geoffrey (’81)

Claudia Hess (’83)

Peggy Montgomery (’34)**

Peter Newman (’72)

Dugie Ross (’70)*

Dora Stewart (’43)*

Geoffrey Wagner (’71)*

Geraldine Cox (’82)

Michel Geoffrey (’72)

Gerald Ginsherman (’43)

Gary Hindley (’79)

Scott Morgan (’75)*

A1 Rich (’70)

Doug Scott (’73)

Bert Titcomb (’51)*

* denotes President of the Board of Trustees

* denotes member of the Board of Trustees



COMPLIMENTS
\e-mont>e?>e

Tout un monde a votre portee

A world for you to discover

DES TOURS DE QUALITE AUX MEILLEURS PRIX / QUALITY TOURS AT THE BEST PRICES

1117, Ste-Catherine Quest, suite 905, Montreal, Qc H3B 1H9 • (514) 284-3324

Only Filofax is aflLOFAX.
Imitations may look

similar, but only Filofax

has been developing and

innovating for more than

65 years. Hand-fashioned

by skilled craftsmen from

The English Midlands, the

luxurious leather binder

is the starting point for a

system of your own design.

Create from the largest

selection of different in-

serts and accessories,

and start enjoying the

benefits of your own
Filofax today.

Available at:

boulkort
5174 Queen Mary Road.

489-5870

DIET

L LAVIGNE UMlrtE
2665. RUE GAIT OUEST. SHERBROOKE. QUE J1K 1L6

TELEPHONE

Bur.: (819) 563-3141

RICHARD LAVIGNE
directeur general

DfSTRtBUTEUR OE BULL'S HEAD, CRUSH. HIRES. EAU OE SOURCE CHAMPLAIN

C.J. (KIT) SKELTON
CONSEILLER EN CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION CONSULTANT

INC.

ENC.

C.P. 134

STANSTEAD. QUE.
JOB 3E0 (819) 876-2267
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COMPLIMENTS DE
EXCAVATION
FECTEAU

INC.

R.R. 3

STANSTEAD, P.Q. JOB 3E0

'©fye ^Heralittc (&axnpm\\j

^Hcrnlbrg far ^Hilitarg, lEbucationni,

(Hljurclj; anb ^professional ^Associations

JHnnb JJmutcb J0all plaque®

jQabgrs - (f&olb J0 ire anb i^ilb TEmbroibereb

<3Jie® anb J^cnrUea - 29oUen anb ^[Irinteb

Jlnnmellcb ^Gapcl {lins

Suite 1503, 2180 Marine Drive ^Brian Pofoell

Oakville, Ont. Canada L6L 5V2 827-4020

The Eastern Townships' fastest-growing newspaper
..with the best High School Sports coverage!

Congratulations to the

Graduates from
The Stanstead Journal

COMCREST LTD.

Box 689

Niagara-on-the-Lake

,

Ontario, LOS 1 JO

Crested products: China, glass, pins, walnut plaques

and bookends, pewter soft goods, keyfobs, decals,

backpacks and athletic bags.

Phone: 416-468-7137

Jules8.£emqy ©rthodontiste

DDS.FRCD (C) 1855, boul Portland
Sherbrooke (Quebec)
J1J 3V7

Tel (819)563-7770
Res (819) 563-5552
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CONGRATULATIONS TO RLL GRRDURTES!

FELICITATIONS RUX FINISSRNTS!

KNITTING YARN • SOFTNESS AT YOUR LEISURE!

FIL A TRICOTER • DOUX... A LOISIR!

PHENTEX USA, INC.
Hammond Lane. Plattsburgh.

N.Y. 12901

Tel.: (518) 563-2911

miCHEL PHANEUF
President

PHEIMTEX INC.
6375 Picard. St-Hyaclnthe, Quebec

Canada J2S 1H3

T6I.: (514) 773-7434

NORmAND PHANEUF
President

WITH AN
ASSIST

FROM THE
COMMERCE

Canadian Imperial
Bank of Commerce

score

<n>
CIBC
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WITH OUR COMPLIMENTS

LEBANON SCREW PRODUCTS
12 Dana Street

West Lebanon, New Hampshire

US. A. 03784

Manufacturers of Precision Machined Products

COMPLIMENTS

MENDELSOHN
ROSENTZVEIG
SHACTER

OF A AVOCATS - ATTORNEYS

FRIEND 1000 0. Sherbrooke W., Etage 27

Montreal, Quebec. H3A 3G4
514-288-8300

Dr Paul Landry
CHIRURGIEN DENTISTE • DENTAL SURGEON

34, Dufferin

Stanstead, Que.

JOB 3E0

Location d’autos
Tilden
Location de I'Estrie Ltee

4141 ouest, rue King
Sherbrooke, Quebec
J1L1P5
(819) 822-4141

Richard Vallerand
Superviseur aux operations
Operations Supervisor

Locations d’autos, de camions, de mini-bus,

S court et & long terme

Affilies: Rational Car Rental, Europcar
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Protect Your

Trees!

For Residential and Commercial Uses.

MAPLEGROW is a completely balanced fertilizer made from all natural products. Bring trees back to

health and counteract the effects of acid deposition with MAPLEGROW. Call or write for the complete

line of Canagro Agricultural Products.

Natural Products for
Horticulture and Forestry

Distributor of

Canagro
P.O. Box 100
35 Craig Street North
Cookshire, Quebec. JOB 1M0
819-875-5661

LAURENTIEN PRODUCTIONS LIMITED

Audio-Visual Communications

PRODUCERS OE CORPORATE, INDUSTRIAL AND

EDUCATIONAL MULTI-IMAGE AND VIDEO PROGRAMMES DESIGNED

TO MARKET...CULTIVATE... INITIATE...CELEBRATE

CONSULTATION • SCRIPTING • GRAPHICS • PHOTOGRAPHY • SOUND RECORDING

PRESENTATION SLIDES

Contact Douglas or Heather Dawson

1260 University Street, Suite 602, Montreal H3B 3B9

Telephone: (514) 866-9451
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GOOD LUCK AND BEST WISHES

TO THE GRADUATES

bUPERIOR
Office Supplies

Serving Canadian businesses throughout
Quebec, Ontario and the Maritime
provinces for over 25 years.

Sherbrooke

268 King Ouest

Sherbrooke, Quebec
J1H 1 R 1 (819) 565-9944

Toll free: 1-800-567-6935

MONTREAL

LONDON

WATERLOO

HALIFAX

information processing supplies

business furniture

TORONTO

HAMILTON

KINGSTON

CAMBRIDGE

OTTAWA



Congratulations from

Au Bon Marche

45 King W.
Sherbrooke, Quebec Clothing - Fabrics - Housewares

Congratulations

to the Students

of

Stanstead College

John & Carol Poulin

Bur.: (819) 274-2433
274-2435 pppoiiiTi

ILUMbek prooULI J I

Res
: (819) 274-2500

BOIS FRANC • BOIS MOU • PRUCHE

Louis-Georges Belanger, president

Fleuriste

Rocklsland
Florist

BEST WISHES

TO THE GRADUATES

FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS

FOR ALL OCCASIONS

ORIENTAL ARTS, PLANTS,

HELIUM FILLED BOUQUETS

DELIVERY

1-819-876-2388

DENIS NORMANDEAU, PROP.
34, Main, P.O. Box 100

Rock Island, Quebec, JOB 3E0



PIERREMONT

Immeubles Pierremont Limitee
1801 avenue McGill College, suite 760
Montreal, Que. H3A 2N4
Tel.: (514) 849-1661

Peter B. Newman

{jSerru/ueJi

RICHARDSON GREENSHIELDS OF CANADA LIMITED
4 Place Ville Marie
Montreal. Quebec H3B 2E8
(514) 397-2044

'

-
..

K5

me.

Jean-Marie Bellavance
Directeur adjoint des
services scolaires

1075, rue Talbot

Sherbrooke, QC
JIG 2P3

a* 819/566-7828
m? Membre du groupe Limocar Inc.

CONGRATULATIONS

TO

THE

GRADUATES

FROM

L’AUTOBUS DE
L’ESTRIE

Arbre
Expert
owney

COURTIER ET

FOURNISSEUR EN
ARBRES DE NOEL

owney
Expert
Tree
CHRISTMAS TREE
BROKER & SUPPLIER

PAPETERIE
FAUCHER INC.

GERARD DUFRESNE
President

«Pour un service

vraiment personnalise»

LEWIS DOWNEY
5200. Route 143. R.R 2. Lennox ville, Qu£, Canada

JIM 2A3 819 563-1 200

Ameublement et Equipemenf
de Bureau

Vente — Location — Reparation

50, rue Laurier
MAGOG. QC, J1X 2K3

T6L: (819) 843-6715
SANS FRAIS 1-800-567-6949

Fax: (819) 843-6767
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BEST WISHES

TO THE GRADUATES

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS OF

Paul Woodstock
Delson, Quebec

Jim Lavigne

Cowansville, Quebec

Jean-Guy Poulin

Montreal, Quebec

Denis Courtemanche
Laval, Quebec



THANK YOU TO OUR

GOOD CUSTOMERS AT

STANSTEAD COLLEGE

AND

GOOD LUCK TO

THE GRADUATES

ETIENNE FOURNIER
PHARMACIEN - PHARMACIST

21 BOUL. NOTRE DAME

ROCK ISLAND. OUE.

876-5811

WITH OUR COMPLIMENTS

TRANSPORT ARLIE C. FEARON

400 Queen-Lennoxville, Quebec
JIM 1K9

YOUR GARBAGE WE'LL HAUL
SO GIVE US A CALL

AT
562-3473



NO
GUTS
NO

GLORY
The Gutless Lion in the Wizard of Oz could

not have sold revenue property in our day and

age. Timid qualities in our business is a

liability.

Selling revenue property requires a skilled

negotiator. The sale or lease of any im-

movable is very intricate, and is extremely

more complex than selling a car or re-

fridgerator.

A Toron sales representative is prepared to

roll up his sleeves and fight tooth and nail for

his client.

The Gutless Lion is afraid and backs off.

We, the professionals at Toron have no fear

and take pride in ourselves by always getting

the job done.

Toron Realties Canada Inc., 6767 Cote des Neiges, Suite 450,

Montreal H3S 2T6, 1-514-738-2212

"The Revenue Property Specialists"



COMPLIMENTS

OF

A

FRIEND

Only Filofax is aflLOFAX,
Imitations may look

similar, but only Filofax

has been developing and
innovating for more than

65 years. Hand-fashioned

by skilled craftsmen from
The English Midlands, the

luxurious leather binder

is the starting point for a

system of your own design.

Create from the largest

selection of different in-

serts and accessories,

and start enjoying the

benefits of your own
Filofax today. y
Available at:

bouticoft
5174 Queen Mary Road
489-5870

SNOWDON



Howarth
(

A Scottish Shop established over 50 years

Maison de tradition ecossaise etablie depuis plus de 50 ans

s7s/s/'j/rsrs? s/y.J

ss?< /if

Howarth Inc. is a Montreal tradition.

They have dressed generations of

families beginning with school

uniforms for private and public

schools, both English and French,

through to custom made suits, shirts

and finest ladies' fashions.

The sort of outfit that always looks

right. Linder one roof you can outfit

the whole family.

Howarth Inc., c'est toute une tradition

canadienne. Au fil des generations,

des families entieres nous ont fait con-

fiance autant pour les uniformes sco-

laires pour ecoles privees et publiques

anglophones et francophones que

pour les ensembles et chemises sur

mesure et les plus belles modes pour

dames.

Howarth Inc., c'est le genre de vete-

ment qui tombe toujours bien. Chez

nous, on peut trouver des vetements

pour toute la famille.

MONTREAL
1444 Ste. Catherine W.

861-9242

llowartli
OTTAWA
89 O'Connor

236-4613

INC.

TORONTO
Toronto-Dominion Centre

363-0362
Most major credit cards honored

Complimentary indoor parking entrance 1255 MacKay

Principals cartes de credit honorees

Stationnement interieur disponible, entree 1255, rue MacKay



CHAMPLAIN CHEVROLET INC.
Missisquoi St.

ENOSBURG FALLS, VERMONT

(cjhevrvlet

Celebrity * Monte Carlo • Camaro Corsica • Beretta » Cavalier • Sprint • nova • Spectrum

WILLIAM R. SIMONDS
President

Bus. Phone 527-7300

Bus. Phone 933-4455
Res Phone 868-4344

TEL: 842- 17 14

GORDON L. McGILTON, B A.. B.C.L.

BARRISTER & SOLICITOR

McGILTON & JOHNSTON
3415 AVENUE DU MUS£e

MONTREAL. QUEBEC
H3G 2C6

Les Transports Emslie Ltee

Emslie Transport Ltd.

DAVID EMSLIE

'ECOR NW:,„
156, rue Wellington Nord
Sherbrooke, Que. J1 H 5C5
(819) 565-8484

CP/BOX 330
BEEBE. QUE
JOB 1 EO

81 9 876-5148

2186 BOUL HYMUS BLVD
DORVAL. QUE

H9P 1J7

514-684 1518

WILLIAM STEWART
ARCHITECT

32 Main Street

Rock Island, Quebec
JOB 2K0

819-876-7372



WITH OUR COMPLIMENTS

COLBY RIOUX S, DEMERS
ADVOCATES

1155 DORCHESTER BOULEVARD WEST-33RD FLOOR

MONTREAL, CANADA H 3 B 3TI

FELICITATIONS

AUX

FINISSANTS

PLACE DE L’ARTISAN

Best Wishes

to

the Graduates

from

191 Boulevard Mortagne

Boucherville, Quebec
J4B 1A9

MARRIOTT
CORPORATION



MATELAS

569-1925

MATELAS:
• D’eau

• D’air

• Ressorts

• Foam
(MOUSSE MOULEE)

• Futon

340, 10e Avenue Sud
Sherbrooke, Qc JIG 2R7

Printer*

Publishers

Lithographers

Editeurs

Imprlmeurs

Llthographes

PROGRESSIVE [fUK/lltUll Vlll3 PROGRESSIVES

( 1 9 7 0 ) INC.
729 CPR Terrace, Sherbrooke, P.Q. J1H 1T7

DOUG FLETCHER (819) 569-3636

Quadra Chemicals Ltd.
uadra Chimie Lt6e.

We Wish the Graduating Class of 1988

Much Happiness and Success.

7575 Trans-Canadienne

St-Laurent, Quebec
H4T 1V6
Tel: 514-337-2454
Telex: 05-824009

2121 Argentia Road
Suite 303
Mississauga, Ontario

15N 2X4

3450 Wellington Ave.

Vancouver, B.C.

V5R 4Y4
Tel: 604-430-8354
Telex: 04-51466

comm r«CONTACT 1 ATHLETIC LTD.

MFG. OF SUPERFLEECE

BOB LUNNY

534 MELOCHE, DORVAL
QUEBEC H9P 2T2 TEL: (514) 631-2110

228, RUE MAIN EST
COATICOOK, QUE.

J1A 1N2

CASE POSTALE 120

J1 A 2S9

'«tTwy

Specialites

Terrassement. Routes, Egouts. Aqueduc Asphalte
Construction en beton, Ltgnes telephoniques, Cables et

conduits sous-terrains - Estimation sur demande
Gravier et Service de concassage

Emile R. Provencher i.c.i.a.

president
DIRECTEUR GENERAL

BUREAU 849-2774
RESIDENCE 849-3222
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WITH MY BEST WISHES

AND
COMPLIMENTS

FROM A FRIEND



STUDENTS

Raed Abillama, Donald Chase, Paolo Fonsato

Montreal, Quebec. Boston, Massachusetts. St. Lambert, Quebec.

Akua Akyea Marcus Cheetham Greg Gallagher

Monrovia. Liberia Nassau. Bahamas. Ste. Adele, Quebec.

Ansa Akyea Simone Cheetham Rachel Gallant

Monrovia, Liberia Nassau, Bahamas. Stanstead, Quebec.

Modei Akyea Kent Chen Scott Gamache
Monrovia. Liberia Taipei, Taiwan. Dubai, U.A.E.

Bruce Albers Allie Chen Louis Giguere

Hudson, Quebec. Taipei, Taiwan. Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

Suzanne Alter Eman Cheung Luc Goineau

Bromont, Quebec. Montreal. Quebec. Montreal, Quebec.

Zoe Amos Amanda Chiu Nathan Goldberg

Westmount, Quebec. Montreal, Quebec. Montreal, Quebec.

Jory Anick Stephanie Chiu Bernardo Gonzalez

Pointe Claire. Quebec. Montreal, Quebec. Nalcuapan, Mexico

Mitchell Anick Andrew Choquette Tara Guindon

Pointe Claire, Quebec. Rock Island, Quebec. Riyahd, Saudi Arabia.

Jodi Asselin Amy Chu Jean- Pascal Heynemand
Calgary, Alberta. Brossard, Quebec. Mont Royal, Quebec.

Alex Banh Eric Chu Andrew Hickey

Kwoloon, Hong Kong. Brossard, Quebec. Hamstead, Quebec.

Andrew Battah Fanny Chu Vincent Hogue
Joliette, Quebec. Brossard, Quebec. Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

Anne-Marie Beasse Betsy Clark Francois Houle

Stanstead, Quebec. Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

Germain Belanger Glen Clark Christine Infilise

La Minerve, Quebec. Riyadh. Saudi Arabia. Dollard, Quebec.

Marie-France Blanchet Karina Cloutier Adrien Jacobs

Sherbrooke. Quebec. Robervale, Quebec. Westmount, Quebec.

William Blois Michelle Courtemanche Shelley Jacobs

Ottawa, Ontario. Laval. Quebec. Kahnawaki, Quebec.

Jamie Blouin Tearni D'Right Adam Johnson

Georgeville, Quebec. St.Bernardinao, Calif. Irsaburg, Vermont.

Kathya Blouin Elizabeth Darling Lucie Jolicoeur

Montreal, Quebec. Burlington, Ontario. Ste. Foy, Quebec.

Myschka Blouin Charles Degrace Bart Kasowski

Montreal, Quebec. Burlington, Ontario. Beebe, Quebec.

Melanie Bolduc Kristen Denney Rosalie Kasowski

Beebe, Quebec. Stanstead, Quebec. Beebe. Quebec.

Genevieve Breault Trevor Denney Akiko Katsumata

St. Hyacinthe, Quebec. Stanstead. Quebec. Montreal, Quebec.

Corina Brink David Desy Haruko Katsumata

St. Lazare, Quebec. Quebec City, Quebec. Montreal, Quebec.

Mary-Ann Brus Nancy Dewey Daisuke Kondo

Stanstead, Quebec. Stanstead, Quebec. Osaka, Japan.

Suzanne Brus Sean Downey Stephanie Kovacs

Stanstead, Quebec. Lennoxville, Quebec. Montreal, Quebec.

Theodore Brus Virginie Drouin David Kwok
Stanstead, Quebec. Minna, Nigeria. Brossard, Quebec.

Lisa Burnet Patrick Dube Jacques Laberge

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia Stanstead. Quebec. St. Felecien, Que.

Scott Campbell Jean-Francois Dumas Marie-Claude Laberge

Sept. lies, Quebec. Montreal, Quebec. St. Felecien, Que.

Natalie Cesari Dominic Dumouchel Eric Lafreneire

Westmount, Quebec. Montreal, Quebec. St. Zenon, Quebec.

Cecelia Chan Amanda Emslie Michel Langelier

Hong Kong Stanstead, Quebec. Beloeil, Quebec.

Wai-Cheung Chan Hani Farekh Marie-France Latreille

Scarborough, Ontario. Safat. Kuwait Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
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Jean-Phillippe Chartol

Guadeloupe, F.W.l.

Mavida Lee

Kowloon, Hong Kong.

Antoine Leger

Repentigny, Quebec.

Christian Lemay
Asbestos, Quebec.

Winnie Leung

Montreal, Quebec.

Kirsty Lewis

Beaconsfield, Quebec.

Rebecca Lewis

Beaconsfield, Quebec.

Barbara Lipski

Montreal. Quebec.

Victor Lu

Montreal, Quebec.

Richard Lyon

Beloeil, Quebec.

Katherine Maclaggan

Deep River. Ontario.

Sean Madden
Pointe Claire, Quebec.

Lune Maheu
Outrement, Quebec.

Barry Martin

Hamstead, Quebec.

Genevieve Martin

Rosemere, Quebec.

Lucy Martin

Kent, England

Melodie Martin

RasTanura. Saudi Arabia.

Sylvie Martin

Hamstead, Quebec.

Trenton Martin

RasTanura, Saudi Arabia

Julie Mendelshon

Westmount, Quebec.

Alastaire Mickie

Ottawa, Ontario.

Genevieve Miron

Montreal, Quebec

Christian Mongrain

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Jackie Morphy
Ottawa, Ontario.

Katherine Newsom
West Richland. Wash.

Grace Ngan

Bradley O'Brien

Pembrooke, Ontario.

Kevin Oickle

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

Lu-Chi Pan

Brossard, Quebec.

Billy Panagoulakis

Montreal, Quebec.

Francois Paradis

Boucherville, Quebec.

Aurora Flewwelling-Skup

Beebe, Quebec.

Isabelle Paradis

Boucherville, Quebec.

Thomas Peasley

Stanstead, Quebec.

Daria Pereg

Montreal, Quebec.

Sophie Petitclerc

Montreal, Quebec.

Frederic Phaneuf

Ste. Hyacinthe, Quebec.

Jason Poitras

Beebe, Quebec.

Ellen Poston

Derby, Vermont.

Rachel Poston

Derby, Vermont

Douglas Poulin

Montreal, Quebec.

Randy Poulin

Augusta, Maine.

Jean-Francois Prieur

Westmount, Quebec.

Simon Prieur

Westmount, Quebec.

Nicole Rawlings

Riyadh. Saudia Arabia.

Andrea Renaud

Montreal West, Quebec.

Philip Renaud

Montreal West, Quebec.

Keri Reynolds

Stanstead, Quebec.

Robert Ricella-Mercer

Riyadh. Saudi Arabia

Amilie Rivet

Boucherville, Quebec.

Sophie Robitaille

Stanstead, Quebec.

Jason Rosengren

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

Katherine Saparoff

Barton. Vermont

Nicholas Saparoff

Barton. Vermont

Melanie Savard

St. Felicien, Quebec.

Jonathon Schick

Toronto, Ontario.

Ruth Schick

Toronto. Ontario.

Pierre Seager

Outremont, Quebec.

Shana Simonds

Swanton, Vermont.

Gillian Skelton

Stanstead, Quebec.

Verona Sorensen

Ayer’s Cliff, Quebec.

Mimi Lavigne

Cowansville, Quebec.

Scott Stevens

Stanstead, Quebec.

Kensaku Sudo

Kobe, Japan.

Yoshinori Sudo

Kobe, Japan.

Rahaman Taib

Ottawa. Ontario.

Domonique Tardif

Dunham, Quebec.

Marc-Andre Tardif

Dunham, Quebec.

Andrew Taylor

Montreal, Quebec.

Andrew Teffner

West Lebanon, N.H.

Stephen Telling

Stanstead, Quebec.

Michael To
Kowloon, Hong Kong.

Maria Tzortzidis

Riyadh. Saudi Arabia.

Dan Unno
Kanawaza, Japan.

Eric Varin

Riviere des Prairies.

Patrick Varin

Lac Masson, Quebec.

Barbara Viens

Richelieu, Quebec.

James Wang
Taipei, Taiwan

Michael Wang
Montreal, Quebec.

Roger Wang
Taipei, Taiwan

Cedrick Watier

Boucherville, Quebec.

Matthew Watson

Baie D'Urfe, Quebec.

Robert Werner

Kitchener, Ontario.

Jeffrey Wigle

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

John Wilcox

Derbyshire, England.

David Williams

St. Lambert, Quebec.

Philip Williamson

Outrement, Quebec.

Alex Wong
Kowloon, Hong Kong

Timmy Wong
Longeuil, Quebec.

Walter Wong
Longeuil, Quebec.

Kim Woodstock

Delson, Quebec.

Stephan Zora

Dubai, U.A.E.
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